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Ours is a sexuaiist

i

society, drawing distinctions among people based on

the kind of person whom they love,. and the manner in which they do it.

In

particular, we have come to believe ih'constraints on the love which can exist
between ll1omeB.jand women, and men and men.

2
Unlike other cultures and other times ,

we have made the gender of our beloved,; and not the quiHi ty hf the love, the
overriding issue.
This sexua..lism is pervasive and insidious, both subtle and crude, in American

culture;

3

it harms everybody.

4

"The attempt to c2rtegorize all humanity into two

mutually exclusive and contrasting groups of homosexuals and heterosexuals, a
form of -tnem' and 'us', besides being ethically and politically dubious, produces
misleading oversimplifications.

uS

Empirically, such arbitrary confines on the

free human personality treat. individuals as less diverse and less fmfiuete in
their capaci ties than they are, in sexuali ty as in all other haman potential.

They deny the needs and aspirations of all of us tolshape our lives

as

fully

and as richly las we can, in freedom and respect.
Sexualist prejudices have affected legal deciSions and commentary as well.
This is most clearly apparent in an examination of what has misleadingly been
called the "privacy"right, the definition and origin of which the Supreme Court
has been unable to articulate.

6

The judicial attempt to puzzle out a "privacy"

right began, unsurprisingly, with an issue of

fu~amental

sex and human sexuality.7

The

nature of sexuality,S and its signficance to all individuals,9 accounts

for this prominent compelling role in the evolution of the modern "privacy" doctrine.
Unfortunately, the sexualist impulse to regulate people's sexual behavior and
enforce conformity to parochial standards viewed as uniquely "moral ll and "natuiial ll
has prevented a comprehensive and correct conceppion of privacy. In particular,
courts have generally failed to recognize the public dimension of privacy, its
application to human rights to expressive conduct-having an impact on others.

IO
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Although all are harmed by sexualism and an inappropriately restrictive
understanding of privacy, certain individuals bear the brunt of prejudice and
oppression.

Those who are willing to live out the freedom that is their human

right, in defiance of socially imposed norms and stigmas, are targeted for
discrimination,and abuse.

By expressing their refusal to be limited arbitrarily,

they identify themselves as different, and are treated accordingly.
we distinguish these people as gay,

11

In our society,

and the majority who conform as nongay.

Our

legal and social treatment of them is a most glaring violation of the human rights
moral vision which underlies the Constitution.

12

Human rights illuminate and radiate from the Constitution, shedding light on
the central human values of freedom and equality.

People, as individuals, ppssess

a transcendent personality of capacity to choose, to make themselves, and to
shApe sO'Tl€v.. hat their lives.
7

human attribute.

14

valuable as well.

13

This freedom,

this autonomy, is our most precious

The diversity such individual freedom engenders is accordingly
To ensure out individual rights to free choice, we must respect

equally the rights of others.

15

Our Constitution waS written with the intent of

protecting these valuable human rights to equal freedom.

16

It specificalLy providEs

limits on the ability of government and majorities to restrain the'rights of other
individuals to their own "mora lll visions within the constitutional scheme.

17

i,Jithout

such an understanding of the Constitution and human rights, we cannot make sense
of the increasing liberation of individuals in their opportunities

18

and o'f the

greaL social ,movements for equalityl2-the epochal events of our time, let alone of
our national system in nistory.20
The human rights of expression, self-fulfillment, and diversity, of privacy
properly understood, clash head on wi th the narrow parochial visions of"morality"
arising from sexualism.

A prime instance of such illicj. t government '~oral"

imposition is the continuing refusal to legitimate gay life choices.

"Affirmation

through law and governmental acts expresses the public worth of one's subculture
norms relative to those of others, demonstrating which cultures have legitimacy

~nd

public

.11-

domlnance~

individual rights.

21

au r

.
ConstItution
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strikes against domination in favor of

In that government owes equal respect to all such personal

choices within the protection of the Constitution, any action which treats
.
h'IpS as 5 h arne f u 1 , rat h cr
samesex 22 re 1atlons

th an, at most, d'1 f
f '15 unaccepta bl e. 23
erent,

We see this most clearly in the unconstitutional sexualist restriction on access to
•
.
.
.
24
t h e InstItutIon
0 f marrIage.
Harriage, especially samesex marriage;5 is a useful example of human rights issues,

not only because of sexuality's central importance to all individuals,26 but also in
that "for most people, marraf:ge is not merely a bureaucratic hurdle, but primarily

a symbolic

state~~nt of

commitment and

self-identification~!7

In our constitutional

system, the formal associational status of marriage is not the granting of permission
by the state.

It is, rather, a recognition and social acknowledgment of the choice

and expression of self made by loving individuals.

The contractual aspect of the

formal marriage laws follows this personal public choice.
is not an equal party; it is an audience.

The state, like society,

28

Any attempt to restrict access to marriage, or to give it undue meaning beyond
the li~ited purvin·;o of the statc'.c 1(-

.
t-~~2tE

29 b at h transgresses the core
power,·

values of human rights and hurts the protected real life ambitions of the targeted
individuals.

By way of analogy, the marital association shares in the First

Amendment freedom accorded to religious organizations, both as such and in their
internal dealings.

3D

Our

human-rights~oriented constitution requires that the state

g{ve the widest possible lati tude to the autonomous choices of individuals in such
critical life structurings and self-definitions.3~-It also insists that the state
grant the range of choices which result equal respect and equal protection.
Admitting gay individuals who so-desire to the social institution of

~arriage,

itself. subject to human rights'standards, is an essential step toward the fulfillment
of those

individuals~

rights and the achievement of social interests.

Samesex marriage

is a message of freedom and equali ty, not to mention love, from the self-identifying
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participants as well as from society to them and to itself.

Such an institution will

further change sexualist attitudes and increase the quantum of liberation for all
citizens.

It is no coincidence that social attitudes toward miporities have long

been understcod as both a reflection and a resul t of varying cO\IlIIlitments to human
freedom.

33

As Plato put it in his Symposium, "w'llerever ••• it has been established

that it is shameful to\!>e Involved in

samesex

relations], this is due to evil on

the part of the legislators, to despotism on the part of the rulers, and to cowardice
.
on tfie
part

0

f t h e governe.
d ,,34 Ad d 'In Ignorance,
.
b igotry, SOCla
. 1.lzation, and fear,

and the correlation still stands.
This article will explore these issues in four parts.

Part I will examine

the traditional arguments made for samesex marriage as well as the commentary

they have engendered.
family in America.

Part II evaluates empirical changes in marriage and the

It analyzes the diversity in which we actually live, often

despite the law and contrary to our self-image.

It foCuses, in part, on gender

expectations and the law's response to the egalitarian trends of the postwar period.
Part III looks at gay experience, with particular attention to scientific
theory, history, and current attitudes toward and among gay people.

The demonstrated

diversity compels a rejection of sexualist sterotypes and prejudices regarding people
leading gay lives, 'arid contributes to a deeper understanding of sexuality in general.
Part IV elaborates the moral vision of the Constitution and its reflection
of human rights values.

It discusses the background of human rights, their roots

in human-..nature and the requirements of justice, and their place in the Consti tutian.

Further, it presents'the implications of this broader grounding of the privacy right,
specifically, the impermissibi I i ty of governmental imposi tion of parochial "moral"
visions.

This article argues for such a true appreciation of the sources of the privacy
right and its sweep.

Without it, courts and commentators treating samesex marriage

have failed to give adequate weight to the protected human rights values at stake.
They have been unable to defend as fully as they s;)ould the rightness of a substantive
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choice in favor of those values which support Samesex marriage.
sexualist discrimination and permitting full and

~qual

By abolishing

self-expression on the

part of all lovers for all beloveds, in keeping with the Constitution'S human
rights spirit, we will create a society more safely and richly founded on our
individual freedom and equality.

Such a society, where people are equally free

to love and choose according to the dictates of their heart, best promotes the
just and moral pursuit of

hap~iness.

I. TRADITIONAL APPROACHES TO SAMESEX MARRIAGE
Hhen gay lovers first went to court in the 1970's seeking to identify their
commitment as that defined by the state in the institution of marriage, they
were in the tradi tion of the great movements against racism, sexism, and bisotry_

. 1y denle
. d t h em access 36 on a varlety
.
d
Courts routlne
0 f grauns:
gen d er,37 tra d"ltlona 1
semantic positions;8 thinly disguised stereotypes and sexualist prejudices, the
duty of the state to promote and regulate morality, and a purported distinguishing
away of privacy cases such as Griswold v. Connecticut

39

and Loving v.

Virginia~O

One court justified its refusal, saying Tlappellants l.\7ere not denied a marriage

license because of their sex; rather, they were denied a marriage license because
of the nature of marriage itself.,Al Another declared the state's obligation to
defend the "his torica 1 ins ti tu tion l?f marriag~ ••• more deep ly founded than the
asserted contemporary concept of marriage and societal interests for which

.

petitIoners contend.

,A2

These early judicial pronouncements were wrong.

The "societal interests"

put forward in the petitions for sames ex marriage represented basic human rights
protected by, and animating, the Constitution.

They had roots in the most

fundamental truths of human personality and, cultural diversity.

The courts

ora.J,fi.1f'o'lt-S.

inval ved fai led to gi ve adequa te a t ten tion to the consii tu tiona

it

More importan t,

they relied on impermissible sexualist prejudices and incorrect assmptions as
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to the role of the state regarding public morality.

The traditional arguments

brought to the bench in the samesex marriage cases, and then analyzed and
elaborated by commentators throughout the 1970's, should have been enough to
sustain the petitioners' rights.

The persistent narrow vision of the courts,

however, led them to give insufficient weight to these powerful arguments,
through a total disregard or misunderstanding of the rights involved.
Supreme Courtls incoherent explanation of the privacy right,

al~ays

The

present

in these discussions, contributed to this blindspot.
These traditional analyses fell largely into two camps, oriented toward
either equal protection or claims of substantive due process values, for

reasons explored below.

43

As such, they, too, failed to go far enough in

revealing the clear and essential way in which the petitions of the gay lovers
were grounded in the Cons t i tu tion.

Cornmen ta tors as well as the cour ts generally

lacked a profound enough empirical understanding of the issues and life realities
involved; they understated the values at stake and the harms due to the statist

implementatiun of a sexualist "moral" code.

44

Similarly, their theoretical cases,

while strong, suffered from an insufficient valuation of certain rights on the

one hand, and an inability to justify their well-meant substantive social value
choices, on the other.

45

This Part examines the traditional discussions of sarnesex marriage.

A

analyzes~

Section

the equal protec tion and due process cases made in the courts and

legal writings.
schools produced.

Part B explores the limited solutions and theories these
Part C discusses the need for a better understanding of

the power of equal protection and the way in which human rights are affirmatively
established in our constitutional system.
A. Traditional Legal Approaches: The Equal Protection Balancing Test and
Due Process Values
In analyzing demands for constitutional "treatment under the Equal Protection

Clause of the Fourteenth

fu~endment,

the courts usually follow a balancing approach,
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evaluating (1) the character of the classification in question, (2) the relative
importance of government benefits not received or the interests at stake for the
individuals or class discriminated against, and (3) the asserted state interests
. support 0 f th
' f'leation.
.
46 A 5 lid'lUg sea I
'
h as emerged b y
In
ee I
aSSl
e 0f
reVIew
which the "suspect" nature of the classification plus the importance of the right

involved determines how "compellingll the state's reason must be for differential

trea tmen to 47 The lack of a coheren t cons ti tu tiona I theory of human righ ts leaves
the Supreme Court with little guidance in assuring the correct balance of interests;

the result is shifting standards of care for different groups and an inconstant
characterization of various rights and their importance.

48

Equal protection

review thus often undervalues the importance of the interests at stake.

49

The

attempt to give these values greater weight, through "substantive due process~,50
however. has not included a.coDvincing explanation for the consitutional supremacy

of their asserted values.
(1) The Standard of Review
The selection of a standard of review rests on the court's evaluation
of the rights affected or the char?cter'of the group hurt by a state classification. 51
Nany of the arguments in sarnesex marriage cases center on whether discrimination

agains t gay people should be held "suspec t", thus triggering
.
52 Anoth er set
o f t h e government •
s actlon.

0

f arguments

"5

tric t scru tiny"

f
f'
.
' froriluthe
rlghts
and

takes~o

interests at stake. An inadequate appreciation of the human rights values and
real needs of the petitioners, on the one hand, and ignorance or sexualist
prejudice, on the other, have undercut the courts' receptivity to the valid, if
limited, arguments made for samesex marriage using these Equal Protection Clause

standards and Due

Proces~

liberty values.

Thus, for example, despite strong language and a pre-established rigorous
standard of review for gender-based classifications in Craig

~. Boren;3 neither

the courts nor the legal analysts have applied sex discrimination

arguments in

p.8
favor of gay lovers seeking marriage.

In Miss. U. for Women v.

54

Hogan~

the

Supreme Court reiterated that Craig v. Boren's equal protection analysis for
gender classifications puts the burden on the state to show an "exceedingly
persuasive justification" for discrimination. 55 It insisted that "the validity
of a classification [must b~ determined through reasoned analysis rather than
through mechanical applications of traditional, often inaccurate, assumptions
6.
about the proper roles of men and women. 1 , 5
Desp,te
the right to b e f ree 0'f

sexis t discrimina tion, and the' tough standard it evokes, however, gay people
have not been able to invoke this pro tee tion in court.
It would seem clear that if you could

choose,to~ove a

particular male

if you were female, but may not as a male, you are a victim of gender-based
discrimination.

It is equally apparent that if a female is fired or curtailed

in her'freedom for behavior permitted and even encouraged of a male, she. too,
is a victim of a discrimination which harms all of society.

To deprive people,

for example, of custody rights to their children,: because of the gender of their
preferred sexual partner when no analogous discrimination is accepted on the basis
o f t h e gen der

0

f any oth er

0

· pre f erences, 15
. sex d"lscrlm i nat i on. 57
f t h elr

Yet

courts do not recognize the fundamental right to be free of sexist classification
as applied to gay lovers.

They persist in their restrictive gender expectations

and improper government morality regulaton, skewing

~heir

own balancing test.

Commentators who argue for samesex marriage and then reject this sex discrimination
apptoach. too, miss', the impact of a deniail of a basic right to gay individuals.
The values of individual autonomy they are defending must reflect the broader,
equal protection interest, a correlated 'limit on the state's right to impose
narrow moral codes or expectations.

58

Another right often submitted to trigger the strict scrutiny, standard is
the right to marry itself.

In Zablocki v. Redhail;1 the Supreme Court finally

acknowledged that " ••• recent decisions have established that the personal decision
to marry is part pf ther,fundamental 'right of privacy' implici t in the Fourteenth

p.9

Amendment's Due Process Clause."
a classification

~which

60

The Court noted that when the state creates

significantly interferes with the exercise of the

[marriage righy, we believe that 'critical examination' of the statednterests
advanced in support of the classification is required. ,,61 Zablocki itself struck
down a statute on equal protection grounds because some of the affected class
would never have been aiole to meet the requirements laid down for marriage, or
wwld in any case be unduly burdened.

Said the Court, "even those who can be

persuaded to meet the statute's requirements suffer a serious intrusion into their
freedom of choice in an area in which we have held such freedom to be fundamental. ,,62
Yet even this culminating affirmative recognition of the importance of marriage
and appreciation of the equal protection issues involved in access to it have not
always been seen as sufficiently powerful a "right" to trigger stricter scrutiny
where samesex marriages are presented.

63

Similarly, even an acknowledgement

of the First Amendment values inherent in the marriage

statemen~~-self-expression,

. .
65 persuaslon-.
h as not b roug h t a 11 commentators to t h
assoclatlon,
e most '
rigorous
equal protection standard on behalf of gay lovers, despite analogous cases supporting
such an approach.

66

The Supreme Court has never explicitly said why certain classifications or
restrain ts on righ ts are inher ently "suspec t".

This is part, .. a:~ though

,nO Let."

the most harmful·manifestation, of its general failUre to ground its privacy
decisions in a coherent constitutional theory.

When·

the rights at interest are

not alone deemed enough for the standard sought, sometimes the tharatter of the
discrimination's target will support it.
common denomina tors

01.'

Commentators have suggested certain

indi cia of !'stlspec tness I t .

Thos e who are vic tims of

impermissible classifications usually share: (a) a long history of discrimination,67

68
hnd (b) political powerlessness, based upon a (c) characteristic which bears no
relation to their ability to "perform in or contribute to

society,,~9 and which

(d) cons-ti'tutes a "badge" of dis tinc tion or source of stigma,7° This charac teris tic (e)
is almost always immutable, either inheEnt or otherwise beyond the individuals' control.
",

..

71
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Based probably on these criteria and an analysis of their application to
gay individuals as a class, at least one court

72

and several commentators have

recognized openly gay people as "virtually a discrete and insular minority lwhich

1 eminently to satis f
'
seemsJ
y criterIa

0

f ' suspectness.
t
,,73 Th e tradItional
.

analyses view gay people as qualifying for each of these judicial elements:
(a) Sexualist myths, stereotypes, and prejudices abound throughout
Western history falling wi th particular harshness on, among others,
those of an emotional, erotic, and physical attraction to others of
the same gender.

74

Discrimination of varying kinds persists today, including

$t~~a,__material employm~nt·problans. associational restrictions,75.
(b) Those opposed to sexualist social strictures and particularly those
who are gay are relatively politically powerless in America, although
the situation is improving Slightly.76
(c) Even in a sexualist society, individuals of oppressed or disfavored
sexual orientations have demonstrated ther ability and the essential
irrelevance of sexuality._as regards performance in and contribution to
socie ty.

77

(d) Those favoring an acceptance of samesex love and relationships, and those
whose sexual orientation or sexuality seems or is different from
majoritarian sterotypes have been stigmatized.
who

In particular, those

declare themselves gay or act in fulfillment of their sexuality

open~

wi th others bear a "badge" of distinction.
(e) Finally, regardless of

their~conclusion as

78
to the etiology of sexuality

and diverse individual responses, modern expert'evidence overwhelmingly
~hatt

indicates

innate, biological, or environmental, sexual orientation is

formed before" individuals attain conscious capacity to shape themselves
and is highly resistant to change once it is formed.

79

Our choice as

individuals is not whom to be attracted to and love, but how to act on
..

.

It 1n $OC1€

t

y • 80

••• people can't, unhappily, invent their mooring posts,
their lovers, and their friends, anymore than they can
invent their parents. Life gives these and also takes

p.ll
them away and the great difficulty is to say Yes
to li fe. 81
Thus, these commentators have argued that classifications against samesex :.
relationships are suspect and that strict scrutiny with all its consequences is
compelled under the Fourteenth Amendment.

82

Other advocates for samesex marriage hold that gay individuals as a class
lack one ot.more of these criteria and therefore cannot attain first-rank protection,
although their meeting many of the criteria justifies higher judicial solicitude of
one form or another.

83

v. Boren, for example,

Such a "heightened rationality" test, like that in Craig
84

would, in their view, deal wi th the problem that "there

remain rights, not now classified as 'fundamental'
that remain vi tal to the flourishing of a free society,
and classes, not now classified as 'suspect', that are
unfairly burdened by invidious discrimination unrelated
to the individual worth of their members. 85
Such an approach would turn from evaluation of the gay individuals and their
. h ts to a f ocus on testate
h
' 5 reason,ng.
.
86 I t wou ld requ,re
.
h
h
ng
tat
testate

interes ts be "important" or at very leas t "permissible" wi thout an attenuated
or ill-matched relationship to the measureS taken or the harms inflicted.

87

To

follow these arguments through, it is necessary to examine the typical interes ts
put forward respectively on behalf of the gay individuals seeking marital status
(which trigger the heightened scrutiny), and of the state in denying them access
and enforcing its particularized vision of "morali ty".
(2) The Interests of Gay Individuals in Access to Marital Status

Traditional ,descriptions of the interests of gay people in marrying their
lovers inclUde analyses of the constitutional rights at issue, attention to the
material and legal perquisites of marriage, and a growing assertion of the
First Amendment and fundamental liberty values inhering in public statements,
self-identifications, and conduct expressive of love and worth. It is these intangible
benefits which are most often undervalued, unfortunately, in that these human rights
values are at once the most important to be served by marriage,. and the most
irreducible.

Ultimately, it is their significance and their connection to the
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S

,.

human rights core of autonomous choice and equal treatment, that makes any reolution
short of nonsexualist access to the marriage institution constitutionally intolerable.
This is the, trad~ tional sUmmary of the :interes ts . of those:seeking-,samesex
marriage:

(a) The need for a "formalized legal status that recognizes th'4ir !Inion and
commi tment. ,,88 This consti t!l tes a "alue argument; a 11 people regardless
of sexual orientation deserve

th~

same opportunity to make a public

statement of their self-identification.

It places significant weight on

the First Amendment right of expression and

self-definition~9 protected

by a substantive reading of the Due Process Clause.

90

By this argument,

the protected freedom to marry is synonymous with the right to choose
the person.
(b) More generally, the right to partake of a status ·!long ... recognized as
one of the vital personal rights eSSential to the orderly pursuit of
·
b y f ree men,
,,91 anot h er su b stantlve
•
d ue process argument.
h applneSs

Unlike other perhaps mOre permissible limitations On the access on
92

marriage,

sexualis t barriers to samesex marriage "signi fican tly

in terfere :.wi th an incH vidual' s'right . to. ,marry'; for'
.<
•."
that class of people who identify themselves as
.,,;,.:, ,.. ::' ;:' ::,homosexlials ••• •The :failure. to recognize samesex
marriage is not simply a restriction on the number
of spouses, the age of marriage, or on marrying within
a relatively small class of people. It is a restriction
on marrying which, in effect, means that homosexuals will
~ be ~ to marry and enjoy the State's oversight of
the parties'rights and obligations to ~ other. 93
i.>' ,."

(c) Essorted

o~her

constitutional interests such as an Eighth Amendment right

not to be punished for a condition people cannot control (a minimalist

94
definition of people's sexuality, to say the least), and the Ninth
Amendment right to be protected from government interference_in matters
·,
95
o f persona I c h glCe.
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~d) Equal~access

to a host of material benefits and privileges, including,

to name a very few, special tax treatment, dependency deductions, wrongful
death recovery, hospital and prison visitation, pension rights, stateenforced support obligations, spousal protection, inheritance rights, etc.

96

(e) The associated benefit of state and social reinforcement of marital

h'lpS. 97
.
re 1a t~ons

In addition to these substantive interest, traditional arguments have relied
heavily on (f) equal protection claims.

They often have considered these latter

fairness interests the strong point in the case for samesex marriage.

98

This

predilection is due to a fear of relying on substantive moral claims, despite the
ample constitutional,theoretical, and empirical justifications supporting them.

99

Commentators of this school prefer to demonstrate the importance of martiage to
gay individuals by showing the harms which follow from unequal treatment.
. 1u d e perpetua t'lon
lnc

0

These

f SOCla
. 1 stereo t ypes an d
'
tOg sexua l'1st constralnts
.
stlgma,
on

all citizens with particular hardship to those labeled minorities, the transformation
101
of people's children into pariahs,. as well as the deprivation of the benefits
enumerated above.
Although such harms would seemingly indicate the substantive values inherent
in marriage, legal commentators who rely on the equal protection argument usually
suggest an addi tiona I "lifestyle right,,102 or "freedom of intimate association,,103
as an organizeing principle or further constitutional weight to tip the balance in
-'

favor of the values they wish to equally protect.

Occasionally, they acknowledge

that such rights are "strikingly similar" to the First Amendment purposes usually
at the heart of the substantive due process proponents.

104

Such principles aid

the gay "minori ty" by preservj)ng; dissent from the'tastes of the majori ty.',,105
They are seen as affirming "society's faith that a free market in lifestyles, as
well as in ideas, best aids the individual-in developing his own identity.,,106
They are viewed as necessary, somehow apart from the privacy rights in the
Constitution, "to discourage, at the outer perimeter, the state's natural inclination
to compel its ci tizens to think and behave in orthodox pat terns. "107 .
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Thus, through a variety of means, the traditional proponents of samesex
marriage raise the human rights claims which the "privacy" right should protect-the right of gay individuals to make their fundamental choice to live and love
together in the same social.structure as those of other sexual orientation.

Although

the traditional analyses of the substantive due process or equal protection school
have their limits, they have made a compelling case for the interests'cif society
in ending tangible forms of sexualist discrimination, and for the right of individuals
to be free of sexualist constraints.
(3) The Alleged

~

Interest

~

Preventing Samesex Marriage

Even when the affirmative interests of gay lovers in marriage are undervalued,
a case can be made for granting them access because of "a lack of any legitimate
state interest 'in withholding it.

This is the common position of those oriented

"
towar d t h e equa 1 protect i on approac h wi th out emph as i s on t h e su b stant1ve
va 1ues. 108
The state interests articulated by courts

109

and commentators come down to the

following:
(1) A paternalistic obligation to !!cure" gay individuals, viewed somehow as

requiring "treatment and rehabilitation rather than toleration and
"
,,110 Th"1S re il ects t h e turn-o i -th e-century s h"1 f t i n
1 ega Ii zat10n.
attitude toward sarnesex eroticism, redefining it from a

lI

s in" to an

""11,,111
h
"
1 ness.
It is open to tree
0 b"Ject1ons.
First, it is now viewed by almost all experts that samesex attraction
like sexuality generally, is neither a disease requiring a cure;12 nor
capable of change in any such sense.

For example, the Surgeon-General

of the Public Healthr-Service declared in 1979: "Current and generally
accepted canons of medical practice wi th respect to homosexuali ty" require
that it "no longer be considered a mental disease or defect.,,113 Indeed,
the whole idea of categorizing people by sexual attraction or sexuality
has come under severe attack.

114

Expert testimony in ACanfora v. Board of

"115 reporte d th at sexua 1
" ' person 's in terna 1 rna k eup, 1S
"
Ed uca t10n
1ty,la
determined by the age of five or six.

116

Today's psychiatric treatment

p.15

of gay clients ... luates results "not in terms of how many patients
are converted to heterosexuality, but in terms of
how many patients can be helped to accept their
homosexuality and learn to live without undue tension
and anxie ty ./t1
Both the American Psychiatric Association and the American Medical
Association, among others, have confirmed the wisdom of this approach.

118

Second, there is no reason to view denial of marital status as
helpful or curative of those whose sexuality leads them to a certain
partner.

119

There is no indication that "withholding marital status will

. i dence
lessen th e lnC

0

f h omose~ual i ty. ,,120

Third, acceptance of this argument reflects a blithe acquiescence
in a vision of the state antithetical to the one created by the Constitution.
121
itself responsible for
Even the generally pro-authority Burger Court,
most of the confusion on the llprivacy" right issues, has noted, in ;.

another context. "The fantasies of a drug addict are his own, and beyond
t h e reach

0

f th e state. " 122 One commentator h as

0 b serv\zd

th at whl1e
•

saving bodies through paternalistic intervention at least has an element
of material public benefit to justify it, saving souls, as such, does not. 123
More fundamentally, the Constitution and the human rights conception which
underlies it put severe restraints on the kind of government actions
justifiable in the name of paternalism.
freedom and rights to

equal~respect

Briefly, such limits on personal

and treatment in behalf 6f a

person~s

"own gbod" are warranted only where the individual's irrationali ty, narrowly
and specifically defined, is serious and persistent,

~

where an extreme

and lasting impairment of his interests is immediately likely.124 In other
words, absent the most unusual factors of irrationality and iminent harm,
individuals in our

syst~eAre

equally entitled to make their free choices,

including their own mistakes. 125
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(b) The prevention of an increase in samesex attraction'and gay relationships
to the detriment of conventional family relationships and other nongay
sexual orientations.

By this, the government is held to have a legitimate

interest in keeping gay love from becoming a "viable alternative to
heterosexual intimacy. ,,126

The denial of access to marriage, like

criminalization, becomes "a dramatic symbol of social disapprobation,,127
as well as an intentional practical barrier.

One commentary posed the

issue in this way:
Should the state be constitutionally required to abandon
an ancient sanction when abandonment might in time lead
to increasing, though statistically unpredictable, defections
from heterosexual behavior and traditional family life? 128
Even assuming that this is a legitimate interest, there are many
responses to this contention.
an d as a matter

0

First, it is unlikely--both intuitively

.
· . 1 eVl. d ence 129
f emplrlca
-- t h at peop 1 e Ch oase t h elr

sexual orientation on the basis of"cOlllparative legal advantages. ,,130
In fact, people do not choose their sexual orientation at all.

131

Second, tlyere is no reason to assume that gay and nongay sexualities
and lifestyles are incompatible.

132

The dissent in Doe v. Cormnonwealth"s

Attorney

133
noted a pronounced "lack of empirical data on the adverse

e ff ects

0

. I sys t em. ,,134 Sure ly· h
.
f h omosexua I s on t h e SOCla
t e productlon

of such evidence is the least one could require of the state.

Further,

the same measures putatively adopted to aid marriage or traditional
family relationships (or to discourage "immoral" or disfavored sexual
relations) often wind up harming them.

135

Third, little is served by forcing gay indivi.duals,· or individuals
seeking outlets to express their samasex attraction, into male-female
marriages.

136

Studies unanimously show these "apt to be unhappy)'and

shortlived", at least in the exclusive and narrow way we have defined
.
•
137.
marrlage in our tradltional social model.
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fourth, it is not clear tha t a change in the marriage laws
will bring about an increase in the number of gay people.

Evidence

for this contention is that in countries which have removed sexualist
legislation from the books, gay people have remained a .. relatively
small and stable percentage of the population.,,138 Psychological,
studies indicate, however, that virtually all individuals are capapble
of greater sexual diversity than they

believe.138~presumably, the", the

societies which have repealed sexualist legislation are societies in
transition: the laws are not sexualist, but prejudice temporarily
.
. practice.
•
139 Wh en t h at preJu
. d·lee a b ates. samesex
remalns
potent in

activity may increase.

If this is so, perhaps legislation can cortail

the humber of gay relationships through repression and Iognttical barriers,
at the price of curbing individual freedom, expression, and constitutional
rights--not only of openly gay individuals, at the cutting edge, but of
all citizens on the demonstrated sexual spectrum.
In the absence of anything more, it is not apparent that the state
has any legitimate interest in determining the sexual orientation of
.

c i tlzens.

140

(c) The protection of marriage as primarily concerned with procreation.
This alleged state interest, although often heavily relied on,141 is
increasingly anachronistic and hollow.
First, and most fundamentally, in America today marriage is no
longer held to exist "as a protected legal institution primarily because
of societal values associated with the propagation of the human race.,,142
Marriage is viewed rather as an intimate and secure relationship between
lovers, as a pair in society, and as a means of commitment, self-identification,

and fulfillment.

143

p.18
Second, even if encouraging procreation were a valid state purpose,
the means chosen, barring sarnesex marriage, is not, as is required,

"rationally related" (let alone "substantially"), to the stated:objective. 144
Since there is no requirement of male-female couples that they procreatel
intend to procreate, or even be able to procreate in order to marry, a

denial of marital status allegedly on these grounds to sames ex couples
just will not wash.

The state action is underinc1usive.

Further, in

view of the fact that samesex couples can adopt or use arti€icia1
insemination to raise families, the classification is overinclusive. 145

At least the religious strictures and early assumptions upon which the
procreationa1 model was based had some consistency; they attacked not
"
nonprocreat~ve

1ave, b ut sexua 1
" "Itse.
lf 146
lty

Nor is there any necessary incompatibility between gay sexuality and
having children, with or without the aid of advanced technology.

As one

eminent historian notes:
Only in societies like the~odern industrial nations which
insist that erotic energy be focused on one's permanent
legal spouse would most gay people be expected to marry and
produce offspring less often....
147
In fact, those countries most lenient toward samesex love and practisiag
it most catholically are precisely those with the highest birthrate and
serious overpopulationptoblems~I~~c
In any case, despite later jUdicial obfuscation, Griswold clearly
.
1 rno d e I 0 f sexua 1 1Dve an d marrIage.
.
1109- Lower
repu-d'late d t h e procreatlona
courts have no business ignoring that message in order to play watchman
on the walls of the Ci ty of God.

150

(d) The desire to disparage widespread, "blatant", public behavior giving
offense to some.

The state seeks to protect the eyes of the public from

beholding open expressions of gay love.

Commentators, surprisingly, have

not responded to this alleged interest with full First Amendment vigor.

p.19
The general line seems to be that if it is kissing and holding hands
that are at issue, tolerating such activities should be deemed "the
minimum concession that the majori ty must make to the rights and needs
of a minority.,,151 More advanced public sexual conduct of the kind already
prohibited to nongay citizens, then, would be left to the criminal law
equally applicable to all.

1j2

The failure to assert more fully the

speech and expression interests is disappointing, especially given
'
PI'
1 54
strong cases sue h as Ch ~cago
0 lee Dept. v. Mos I ey.1 53 an d C0 h en v. Ca I'1 f ••

This perhaps makes most evident the need f6r a coherent constitutional
theory to ensure the adequate assertion of the precious freedom interests
at stake, interests such as the First Amendment right to engage in "the
speec h

0

'
,,155
f I oVlng.

(e) Protection of minors.

This argument is always thrown in, although it is

essentially duplicative of the others.

This is not just fortuitous;

history teaches that "no charge against a minority seems to be more
damaging than the claim that they pose a threat of some sort to the
'
'
j ure d up
chl'ldren of the rna' 3'orl' ty.,,156 The lmage
con

0

f gay peop I e prey i ng

on children or 'seeking to "proselytize" is wholly fallacious and based On
archaic and constitutionally intolerable stereotypes typical of those
underlying sexualist attitudes.

157

Further, if anything, samesex marriage

and its easing of life for those individuals fearful of exposure would
probably reduce the instability of reaationships which in part sustains
'di ces. 158 0 t h
'
i"
t h ese preJu
erwlse,
th
e genera
cnmlna 1 1aw

0

ff ers appropnate
'

remedies.

(f) The problematic nature of the specific legal consequences of recognizing
samesex marriage.

The mos t powerful element of this ,argument in favor of

the status quo is that samesex marriages would appeir to send a different
legal message than the statutes criminalizing private consensual sex between
. 159 Sluce
'
,
a du I ts 0 f t h e same gender.
t h e f'lrst sarnesex marrlage
cases arose
in the eaTly 1970's, twenty-five states have eliminated such provisions

p.20
from their criminal codes, or have seen them struck down by the courts.

160

161
In general, such laws are rarely and only selectively enforced,
and are
unconstitutional in any case.

162

Another argument is that rewriting all the current laws which assume
male-female marriages would be too onerous on the states.

The state's

interest in avoiding a realignment of laws with the constitutional rights
of individuals'in order to perpetuate outmoded sexualist and sexist stereotypes
and prejudiced !'moral" perspectives, however, is obviously invalid.

163

Finally, the:complaint that some:unconunitted individuals will form
factitious sames ex unions solely to obtain legal benefits of marriage leaves
open three responses: first, it'is unlikely to happen given continuing
·
. . . tastes;164 secon,
d ma 1e- f
'
.
pre j u d Ices
an d present maJorlty
ema l
e marrIage
IS
165
open to the same charge;
third, the state should not be conditioning
legal and material benefits solely on the basis of such an important
associational choice.

166

This last is true not only for the sexuality issue

but for the expression interests of those who do not wish to marry
according to the state's limited format.
(g) The promotion of public "morality".

This is the formal argument which

best reflects the prejudices and unconstitutional impulses underlying the
continuing active sexualist discrimination by the government in America,
It assumes both the immorality of gay citizens and samesex marriages, and
the power of the state to define and enforce its own parochial vision of
morality.

The first assumption arises from an arrogant ignorance of the

realities of gay life and, more broadly, the nature of sexuality itself.
It is based on poorly conceived and misunderstood narrow religious
interpretations, stigmatizing socialization, and historical contingency.167
No legitimate moral ground exists: samesex love is not violent;68nor

p.21

harmful to th9se'who"engage in it; indeed it is sexualist restrictions
that are oppressive and disfiguring.

169

This alone should be enough to

bar these motiva tions under any "ra tional reU tionship" tes t.
Further, the state has no right to regulate public behavior on
any "mora 1JI bases narrower than those which anima te the Cons ti tu tion.

Even if an increasing awareness and approval of gay love and fuller
sexual freedom would transform public "morali ty", government has no
constitutbnal interest in preventing the peaceful acceptance of new
ideas.

170

One mora 1 theoris t wri tes:
It is difficult to understand how the state has the right
on moral grounds, to protect heterosexual love at the expense
of homosexual love. Equal concern and respect for autonomous
choice seem precisely to forbid the kind of cAicula tion tha t
this sort of sacrifice contemplates.
171

It is here that a clearer understanding of what constitutional
understanding of what constitutional privacy really means would be most
valuable, to curb that desire in everyone to censor just one thing, to
impose our vision of the good on others.

172

Finally, "the wi thdrawal of law from certain areas of moral choice
. bl y porten d a co·11 apse 0 f t h e SOCla
. 1 or d ere ,,173 Th e
lnevlta
d oes not .

American

who leA concept of the free market of ideas and faith in the deliberate
processes of self-government rest on such confidence. in individuals.
Naturally, unlike the courts, the commentators on samesex marriage almost always
•
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have concluded ""that -ihe- s-iate"'s--..-Ileged TIi-ie-rests-have ITEtle or no real substantive
or permissible constitutional weight.

In any case, they could not outweight the

'
"
,
,
174 Un der t h e
i nterests 0 f t h ose see k 1ng
acccesS to t h
e marr1age
1nst1tut10n.
traditional analysis, then, they argued strongly for the right of gay individuals,
too, to marry partners of their choosing.

1'.22
B. The Traditional,Limited Theories'and Solutions
Unfortunately, traditional analyses such as the above did not overbear the
prejudice and unresponsiveness of the courts to their solid constitutional arguments.
Existing sexualist biases account only in part for this failure.

The traditional

analyses themselves lacked a coherent constitutional vision and conception of the
personality which might have exploded these prejudices.

As a result, the compromise

solutions too often suggested by proponents of gay rights do not adequately
meet the needs and reflect the values at stake.

Furthermore, their theories

themselves could not lead the courts to escape the"privacy"

confusion and develop

a human rights approach that did justice to the rights of individuals and society
against sexualism and government ,',moral" paternalism.

(1) Incomplete Theories
Commentators on samesex marriage invariably begin with a discussion of the
"privacy" right, noting tha t Nl'art of Griswold' s mys tique is its utter imprecision. ,,17 5
Indeed, "imprecision" is a 1'011 teeharacterization of the muddle the courts have
made of a doctrine that should lie at the heart of the constitutional values of
autonomy and equal respect.

Just as the discussions. of samesex marriage differed

176
over whether the equal protection or substantive due process argument was stronger,
so the analysts have disagreed over the sources of the privacy right, particularly
as regards issues of sexuality and marriage.

Some see it located in the Equal

ProtecthDn Clause;177 others, primarily in substantive values promoted by the Due
Process Clause. 178 Although both are correct. the emphasis toward one or the other
contributes to an eclipse of the fundamental constitutional vision which truly
illuminates the meaning of privacy.

In its stead, commentators have been led to

propose a variety of theoretical measures to redress', t.heii.!ptrceived Cons ti tu tional
deficiencies.

By declining to articulate the broader human rights conception that

is the significance of the Cons:i tu tion, the courts and commen ta tors have failed to
extend the benefits it means to theindividuals in our society whose rights are
currently denied.

p. 23
Wi lkinson and Whi te, for example,'. propose "cons ti tutional pro tee tion for
.
,,179 Seeing th e Court ' s privacy analyses as based on " vague"
persona 1 hfestyles.
and "nebulous" doctrines and provisions including substantive due process, the
l'penumbras" of various Bill of Rights articles, and the Ninth Am!,ndment,180 these
proponents of a freedom of lifestyle right perceive the need for a more explicit
framework to strengthen an equal protection case.

181

Wilkinson and White's underlying

conception is that human dignIty requires protection for "choices that express
our uniqueness and individuality.,,182
Unfortunately~

the use of a "lifest;le freedom right" as a substitute for

a bolder and more forceful reliance on substantive values inherent in the Constitution
makes equal protection an unsatisfactory recourse to those left out by the manipulation
of its jUdicial formulas.

183

The very strong rights and interests proponents seem

to recognize as at stake--for example, religious choice, advocacy of ideas, the
sanctuary of the home, inner sanstity of the mind, freedom from cruel and unusual

punishment18~_are undervalued when pigeonholed into an equal protection makeweight.
Thus, Wilkinson and Whi te go on to speak of "bizarre lifestyle choices"
which "jotould threaten traditional American conceptions of family life.,,185

They

note that ?the stability of the nuclear family in America has been fortified by a
conception of marriage as an exclusively heterosexual union.,,186 Such a presumed
state interest, then, is held to be sufficient to outweigh the minimized interests
of gay individuals seeking accesS to marriage.

Equal protection, they contend,

does not obliterate the difference between tolerance and approval, which government
has the right to withhold.

187

They observe:

In areas involving traditional morality, society values law as
much for its instructional as for its coercive effect, Law is
a vehicle by which democratic majorities reaffirm shared moral
aspirations and summon society's allegaince to a common set of
behavioral goals. Deploying the Constitution to undermine
conventional precepts of domestic morality is a step not lightly
taken.
Ig8
The values protected by the "lifestyle freedom" right were not viewed as
important enough for gay citizens, and so they lose in any_equal protection

p.24

calculation.

Equal protection alone cannot preserve individuals' rights if there

is no greater appreciation of the deep personal and societal interests at issue
in human rights claims.

Not surprisingly, Wilkinson and White tend to back dbwn

from a full defense of and demand for samesex marriage.

189

Others have analyzed the "privacy" confusion differently, perceiving a
"recons trnc ted doc trine of subs tan ti ve due process,,190which a reluc tan t eourt
couches in language of "minimum ra tidmali ty equal pro tee tion. ,,191 Subs tan ti ve
rights represented by such a view of the Due Process Clause of course implicitly
call for equal protection, making it harder to separate the two sources when
approached from this perspective.

192

Where these commentators have gone wrong is in failing to offer a satisfactory
explanation for why their perceived substantive moral choices should be accepted
as constitutionally mandated, and, more broadly, how it is that minorities' value
choices are entitled to equal respect.

~ile

they have seen the values at stake

(and therefore are closer than the more limited equal protection school), they
still acquiese in a role for the government in promoting narrow visions of "morality"
and public attitudes, which undermines their Case.
Thus,

Laurence Tribe poses the issue as follows:
The court must decide, in this society and at this time, whether
a person's choice to act or think in a certain way should be
fundamentally protected againSt coercion by law, recognizing that
the alternative in some situations may be coercion by economic
Or peer pressure and, in others, more meaningfully undominated choice. 193

He agrees tha t i t is unders tandab1e tha t cri tics of the "privacy" righ t have tried
to limit its scope, pbs erving that "a concept in danger of embracing everything
is a concept in danger of conveying nothing.,,194 He wants a definition of "privacy",
however that preserves those attributes of an individual which are "irreducible
in his se1fhood"--the values of expression and self-identification which constitute
the "social dimensions of the self. ,,195

This is a very rich and true appraisal

of the interests at issue for individuals seeking to marry, gay or nongay.
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Kenneth Karst suggests that "freedom of intimate associa tion" would be a better
way to understand many of the values the Court has called "privacy" rights:

96

TO some

extent, his proposed "freedom of in tima te assocla tion" serves tne func tion of an
"o!"gaIiizing principle"or values chip for purposes of equal protection balancing.

197

I t is intended to "help, the court, decide how',ltluch ,the s ta te' S burden of jus titication
198

should be' increased, .by focusing OIi' .particular assoCiational'values a t hand. .

In.

£his sense. it,too, sutfers from incomplete awareness of bow the real significance
of these "irreducible selfhood" values affects all individuals regardless of their
sexual orientation.

199

Karst's purpose is

legiti~ate, however, as he tries to make

the Equal Protection Clause into an aggressive instrument of vindication for substantive
values and choice for all citizens.
The second intention of Karst· s "freedom of intimate association" is to ensure

that courts give appropriate weight to the values it defends.

The author defines

' 1y:200 mutua 1 mater1a
. 1 support,201 company,2 0car1ng
2,
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By classing these basic needs and rights of the individual

personality into a "freedom of intimate association", however, Karst actually understates
his case, for he limits the ways in which his vision is grounded in the Constitution.
These values are in fact at the heart of the Constitution;07 and any confining of
the rights because of a fear of drawing lineS exposes the equal protection flank of
any such argument; it specifically leaves open the danger tha t if a different "moral"
choice is made, it can be imposed on the public, in the name of government promotion
of "morality".

Indeed, most proponents of a substantive due process vision agree that the state
can .. legitimately seek to foster a particu 1 ar mora I'1ty. ..208
words:

For instanc€t in Karst"s

The critical point in the analysis of a claim of freedom of
intimate association, then, is not whether the state is seeking
to promote a moral view, but whether the state has offered
sufficient justification for a given type of impairment of
intimate associational values.
209

206
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The problem,

though~

is how to define "sufficient justification, having permi tted

the principle of mral regulation without defining what moral vision is constitutional. 21D
To reject "any notion that only 'instrumental', "utilitarian', or otherwise lnon-moral'
appea I s may b e a d vance d i n support

0

f

·

r~ra1nts

on f un damenta I f ree doms ,,211 is only

tolerable with a coherent explanation of why certain substantive moral appeals are
constitutional while others are not.

Without such a standardf we are back to a

majoritarian domination; the substantive values protected today become tomorrow's
Himmorali ties" or

"

excesses II •

Commentators of Karst
and propose a variety of

and~Tribe's 'caliber

hedges.~

recognize this problem, ofcouree,

Tribe, for example, writes in defense of minority

claims agains t majori ty dis tas te and prejudice: "The) neceSsa ry premise of all such

rights~f personhood and expressio;;]is that being forced by the sovereign to conform
is more intrusive than being forced by the unusual to avert one's gaze.,,212
approach maintains that the values implicit in the First Amendment are of

This

supr~e

worth in and of themselves, "an element of the human•• 213
, 214
While this is true,
wi thou t a more explici t linking of this vision to its
grounding in the Constitution, there is no way to reject competing conceptions or
to bar the government from enforcing them.

215

The proponents of this position are

left arguing that "the power to reinforce one type of relationship must not
.
. I
exten d to an auth or1ty
to stamp out ano th er,,,216.
W1 th no f urth er answer to th e I Og1Ca

question of a would-be "moral" reformer as to why not, short of something more.
claim to eqlJa1'

resp~ct

for the substantive rights,6f gay individuals is left

exposed to the judge's particular moral bent.

Although the proponents of this

school believe- that, in our system, "moral responsibility lives in the only place
·
.
..217 t h e j u d ge may not.
i t can Ii vet t h e ·
Indiv1dual
conSClenC€,

Absent a fuller

appreciation of the human tights involved and a better understanding of what role
they play in our constitmtional system, the rights of individuals equally to live
and love in freedom lie at the mercy of sexualism and government oppression.

The
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(2) Inadequate Solutions
Lacking more comprehesive theories, the commentators have put forward a
variety of proposals to match their conceptions of the interests at stake in
samesex union and the right"to equal protection.

These have included the creation

18
persona 1 con trac ts or pdva te conjugal partnershiiP
of a "quasi-mad tal s ta tus"1
219
' 220 and t h e equa 1 access to mar i ta 1
. v. M
arvln;
agr~ements, drawing strength f rom MarVln
benefits regardless of formal marital

status,2f~~8S in Quebec,222 for example. The

theory in settling for such compromise arrangements

223

is that the equal protection

analysis may not be compelling enough to induce the Supreme Court to oblige the
states to alter their institutionalized versions of marriage, but does support the
.
224
claim to marital beneflts.
Its proponents cancei ve quas i-marl tal

5

ta tus as ~~solemnizedJlin- the same way

as male-female marriage, as receiving-the same treatment in Cases of divorce or

or dissolution, and as establishing entitlement to the same financial and other
·
225" The only.lega 1
·
b etween marriage and quasi-marital
b ene f ItS.
difference

stat~s

is that thefurmer would continue to be a heterosexual institution, whereas the latter
would create an option exclusively for homosexual couples.,,226
Quasi-manital status, in other words, is a "separat~ but equal" marital

institution; therein lies its inadequacy.227 Such a solution, like the other
compromises that have been advanced, does not do justice to the rights of selfexpression and self-definition cherished in our system.

228

It fails to recognize

the inherent stigma in being labeled "separate", in being denied the full
associational equali ty on the basis of an irrelevant and impermissible "moral"
'

.

c 1ass if lea tion.

229

Such government imprimaturs and categorizations inevitably

constitute badges of distinction, unconstitutional governmental moral Judgements,
themselves violative of the fundamental human rights principles of equal respect
for individual free choice and self-development.

Finally, drawing such
, an

unfounded distinction, the government harms all citizens, forcing the kinds of
choices and labeling which mar and constrain the sexuality and autonomy of all.
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C. Grounding Substantive Human Rights and Equal Protection

~

the Constktution

Legal developments and analyses such as the ones evaluated above inc,the
argument for samesex marriage contribute to "the redefinition of the moral setting
. Wh'lch constltlona
..
1 d
'
The commentators who have sought to explain
1n
octrlne
g r o,,230
ws.
the courts' decisions on samesex marriage, on gay sex .. and on "privacy" generally

have attempted to work within the familiar conepts of the Equal Protection Clause
and substantive due process in order to each judges singularly sensitive to personal
and societal prejudice on these issues. Their arguments have been sound and persuasive,

and constitutionally correct.

A Supreme Court that 'can define privacy so as to deny

the right of individuals to enjoy consensual activity in private with adult partners
231
of their choosing, however, clearly needs something more.
The Supreme Court must be shown that privacy arises from a moral theory of the
Constitution which primarily emphasizes human rights of freedmn and equality.232
It is based on a personality theory and awareness of cultural diversity which alone
can serve the real needs and rights of all individuals wthin our society. Privacy is
no t merely a general "individual interes t in avoiding disclosure of personal rna tters. ,,233
Preeminently, the privacy right is an "interest in making certain kinds of important
·
f ree 0 f undue government restraInt
.
'
d ec i Slons
or d
iscrimlnatory
treatment. ,,234 It

is the right to be let alone, like everyone else.
Because the Supreme Court is that part of the. government most "institutionally
receptive to pleas for national tolerance of those whose domestic arrangements
235
have heretofcire, received little popular support," it has a special role to play.
Even more important, it has the cons ti tu tional obliga tion as well as the "unique
potential to bestow a national benediction upon unconventional domestic 11. f estyles, ,,236
as is required by the fundamental principle of equal respect.
usually hesitates to go far with its persuasive
its moral, constitutional obligation.

The Court, of course,

powers~37even when it understands

Therefore, any full argument for samesex

marriage, for example, must discuss not only these moral principles and theoretical

p.29
tools, but also the empirical realities of all individuals and institutions in our
.

SOcIety.

238

Doe v. Commonwea 1 t h '

5

. a c 1ass i c exarnp 1 e 0 f "h ow everyone in
Attorney 239 15

society loses when the Eonstitution's moral vision is ignored and human rights are
violated.

The refusal to perceive private consensual sexual relations as within

the. protection of privacy was a blow not only to gay lovers, but "a much broader
setback for all nonmarital sexual conduct.,,240 Ignoring Eisenstadt v. Baird;41
which made marital status irrelevant to Griswold-like situations, the majority in
~

declared that gay sex is "obviously no portion of marriage, home, or family

life" and therefore not protected.

242

Even aside from the issue of just why

gay individuals cannot marry in America today, the court is plainly wrong; gay
people are part of marriage and family:

they sometimes marry nongay people; they

often have childrenf43 they always are someone's children and have grandparents,
siblings, and so on.

244

penial of these interests any weight indicates the perversity

of any reading of Griswold to exclude Doe:

45

ihe dissent drove ,this home forcefully, citing Supreme Court cases which
demonstrate that "intimate personal decisions or private matters of substantial
importance to the well-being of

the

indivIduals involved are protected by the

Du e P rocess Cl ause. ,,246 Th ey uphold the "right of individuals to make personal

choices, unfettered by arbitrary and purposeless restraints, in the private
matters

0

,,2~ 7 A
d ·lug 1y, t h e d'lssent cone 1u de d,
.
.
f marrlage
an d procreatIon.
ccor

the "right to select consenting adult

~exual

'partners must be considered within

this category ... ~specially in] the private dwelling of a ci tizen. ,,248 The judge
reaffirmed the

principle:tbat every individual has a right to be free
from governmental intrusion into one's decisions on

private matters of intimate concern. A mature individual:s
choice of an adult sexual partner, in the privacy of his
or her own home, would appear to me to be a decision of
the utmost private and intimate coneern. Private, consensual
sex acts between adults are matters, absent evidence that
they are harmful, in which the State has no legittmate interest. 249

p,30
The DOe dissent thus"hit the critical constitutional points: free choice, intimate
values, absence of harm, no legitimate state interest in regulation, and, finally,
the impermiSsibility of government promotion of "morality".

"The iSsue centers

not around morality or decency, but the constitutional right of privacy.~250
Doe notwithstanding, the Supreme Court has indicated, over at least one
member's vigorous protest, that the issue of constitutional protection for private
consensual samesex activities is unsettled.

251

Ideally, the next time the matters

comes before it, the Court will have found its way to a clearer understanding of
the constitutional vision and true nature of privacy at issue.

252

Perhaps that

instance will be another demand for recognition of a samesex marriage.
When that time comes, the individual and social rights at stake warrant a new
understanding of the significance of the equal protection and due process values
to marriage and sexuality cases.

It is not enough to observe that

The equal ~itizenship principle serves in the context of
intimate association as it serves elsewhere, not es a
result-producing formula, but as a substantive guide to
the interest balancing that the Supreme Court has recently
prectised in the name of a variable .standard of review. 253
Nor is it sufficient to urge attention to equal protection aspects of discrimination
·
I
..
. ht t 0
b ecaUSe target i ng part1cuar
groups rna k es restriction
worse. 254 Th e core rig

autonomous free exercise of one's capacities is what demands equal respect, in and
of itself, and not merely as a neutral means of assuring rights or rectifying
anomalies.

255

The Equal Protection Clause should be recognized as a moral insistence

that no single vision narrower than the Constitution's promise of human rights,
whether conventionaU, tastes, religious prejudice, paternalistic stereotypes,
arbitrary and oppressive structures, or an "ideology of metaphysical familism,,;56
can replace the substantive constitutional choice for human rights.

Freedom and

equality for all individuals are the American constitutional moral vision.
Similarly, the citizens, courts, and commentators must not undervalue them.
The import of "intima te associa tion ll ,

for example, "lo0nTe] larger than the values

p •.:a

of freedom of expression in the lives of most of

us~

is often the key to self-definition and self_worth.

257

258

and yet expression itself
Marriage, as a commitment

and a statement, evokes these core constitutional concerns for every individual, and
for society as a whole.

For gay lovers, whose very self and social definition involves

,
an expressIve
act 0 f 1 ove,259 th"
e 1S5ue 15 paramount.

~A

Supreme Court j us ti ce once

warned of "the dangers that beset us when we lose sight of the First Amendment
'
i tse If an d marc h f orth i DID
bl ' d pursuIt

0

f 'Its • va 1aas • • ,,260

The oppos i te is

perhaps even more dangerous: drawing and redrawing categories, for instance, of
"privacy", that lose sight of the human rights vision of the Constitution', freedom
and equality.

For individuals who wish a public commitment of love and life

together with the partner of their choice. this failure is oppressive, in real
,
, prlmClp
" 1 e. 261
terms, not Just
In

Because such a denial is also immoral and

'
,
uncons t 1' tUt 'lona 1 , .i t 'IS t'Ime t
0 recognIze
sames ex marrIage
WI'th equa 1 respec tand'JOY. 262

II.

CHANGES IN MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY IN AMERICA

----

-

The growing demand for recognition of samesex marriage and the breakdown of
sexualist attitudes and restrictions generally have roots in
trends.

~o

historic egalitarian

One is the movement for racial equality with its implicjt appeal

acceptance of cultural diversity.263

f0~

.

The other is the "sudden success" of the

feminist movement, narrowly viewed as "women'sft libera!tion, but, in fact, a

commitment to the elimination of gender-based constraints on all individuals.

264

" l eet an d 'IDSP i re a "ell
1 tura 1 revo l
' ,,265 a f
Th
. ese '"movements " in turn, b athrei
utlon
'r

change in idea and in actual practice of liVing.

The simple fact is that Americans

live and love differently than ever 'before, in a way which belies their own
stereotypes and prepossessions.
Unfortunately, the law, and particularly the Supreme
far behind the changes in society.

~urt.

have often lagged

Althoogh"the courts played a cutting edge role

p.32
266
in the fight against racism"
they have largely resisted participation in the
struggle against sexism and sexualism.

In particular, the courts have fought a

rearguard action on behalf of the "family as a unit", narrowly, traditionally, and
now, inappropriately
by the Constitution.

conceived~67against the "atomizing ideals of liberty" required
268

Aside from being constitutionally

i~tolerable as violative

of individual human rights, the law's attempt to shore up a particularized model of family and marriage at almost any cost is not in the best interests of either
society at large or individuals as they live today.
In fact, the traditional institution of American marriage as apparently
. d b y most courts an d
COnC€lVe

lk .

269

f
currento-lmages~

is unduly confining to many

who seek to structure their lives in their own way_ 270 'fh e

•

~onventlona

1 sterotype

strives to' enforce the thesis that one man and one woman will find happiness if
they commi t themselves to live together for life.

271

The message promotes more than

merely sexual and social monogamy; it imples a fulfillment in psychological monogamy
(not to mention its possibility), and an assumption of happiness for the partners
with and through each other.

272

In every way, it makes choices and defines

commi tments mo):e approptta tel, left to .tlleviIidi viduals involved.
' 273
( I n LOV1Ug,

t

h e S upreme (...-ourt
'
id
ac k
no\<,'
e ge d

t h at t h e

f un damenta 1 nature

0

f

the choices in marriage required freedom for individuals to arrange their lives
together independent of state or social preconceptions and stereotypes.

Loving,

of course, dealt with race, but the principle applies to the entire issue of
autonomous choice equally protected against meaningless restraints based on
. "mora 1'" VIS i ons.
27 4 Th e case h
·
.
pre j U d lee
or paterna 1 lStlC
as"l.ts Irony: "r 00 t i g h t 1Y

constricted, that decision becomes the repository for our most provinaial mores;
.
1
too free 1y expanded, it mig h t make traditlona
marriage a meaningless concept. ,,27 5

To the extent the state uses marriage to promote a particular vision by arranging
the lives of lovers, this may be true.

Where marriage is a ratification and easing

of individual choice, however and the government plays its proper role of protection

p.33
and assistance within the constitutional limits, loving becomes the only important
issue,and"the meaning of marriage.
For many Americans, the entrenched legal status of the stereotypic nuclear
276
family is both legally and economically burdensome, and a source of stigma and
oppression. Those who suffer include people excluded frem the institution for
reasons beyond their control~77as well as individuals whose self-definition and
cooimitments lead them not to sign up on the proffered state terms.
denied access, whether

explici~y

278

The groups

or de facto, tend to be those on the fringes of

contemporary constitutional protection and social regard--gay individualS forbidden
to express their love, for example, or "members of minori ty groups for whom
economic, social, and cultural pressures cause disproportionate rates of family
b reakdown.

,,279
.

Others, especially women, are harmed by the nature of the particular

""
"
d • 280
VISion
lmpose
Most commentators, if not courts, have begun to admit that the traditional
marl tal and family "modeJli;)have been with us too briefly and [ar~ changing too
quickly. to be the real basis of the state's interest in the area.,,281 They see
the state as trying to premote the family not because of its particular social
manifestations--i.e., its role in procreation or its roots in religious tradftin:1-"

but from some more general and benign awareness'of its unique role as a source
of socialization.
charitable.

282

A survey of cases and statutes shows this view to be overly

In any case, the government's efforts to make the family and marriage

in America conform to a certain image are misguided, in light of the changeS that
have already occurred
A. The Traditional

283

~

as well as the human rights always at stake.
Conceptions

2t

Marrlage, the Family,

~

Their Benefits

The family unit does not simply coexist with our
cons~itutional system••• it is
an integral part
of it because our political system is superimposed
on and presupposes a social system of family units,
not just of isolated individuals. No assumption
more deeply underlies our society.
284
This legal commentator's view of the family is confLrmed by anthropologists, who
.
,,285 As a resu I t,
see it as paying
1
a ..mediating f unction in t h e 1arger soclety.

.,.-

.-

p.34

one reason propounded for protecting family relationships is that the elimination
of intermediate groups leaves the individual exposed

ag~inst

society, and society

with~ut ~ useful meanS of social education. 286 While this may be true and important,
it argues only for the protection of
any particular kind.

~

kind of interpersonal relationships, not

As overwhelming evidence demon$trates, the "human family

.
,,287
is a social relationship, not an entity defined in nature.
Further, to the
extent family and marital relationships promote other ends, particularly as solutions
to the recurrent human problems of loneliness, alienation, and mortality,288 the
restriction of their joys and meaning to only those who fit a narrow conception is
even more oppressive.

Accordingly, the cases widening the range of individual choice speak in broad
terms.

The early and major "privacy" cases involved some nexus between "family"

issues such as procreation and individual rights confirming and constituting the
values in a marital union.

In Griswold itself, the Court held that marriage is

a coming together for better or worse, hopefully
endu~ing, and intimate to the degree of being sacred.
It is an association that promotes a way of life, not
causes; a harmony in living, not political faiths; a
bilateral loyalty, not commercial or social projects.
Yet it is an association for as noble a purpose as any
involved in our prior decisions. 289
Marriage is correctly seen as fundamentally a choice about structuring lives
together--self-definition, and fUlfilling basic needs of love, understanding, and
creation.

"Above all else, marriage is two: people living, working, and loving

together.

It is the voluntary commitment of one individual to spend a lifetime

. h anoth ere ,,290
WIt

.

'-'

Marrlagr~lS

not mere l
y an'Instrumen t a 1

mean5~to

t he

and social engineering end, the engendering of another nuclear family.

.
1
procreatlona
"While it

may have been true at one point that the primary purpose of marriage was the rearing
of a family, even a casual observer of contemporary mores would have to agree that
such is no longer the case..'J291 The supreme values in marriage and the family are
best served by a faith in those values, letting individuals construct their lives

p.35
with the equal protection of .- supportive society arld state.
Indeed, given the infinite variety of human experience and personality, it is
not surprising that both historically and in reality today, traditional definitions
of marriage and the family are inaccurate depictions of the ways people share their
lives.

Although mprriage as traditionally defined in the United States is between

one woman and one man, "other types of marriage are easily conceivable and often
practised in various areas of the world, e.g., polygamy, although illegal in the
United States, is within the definitional scope of marriage. ,,292 Courts often cling
.
to theIr

prf~ate

..
. h'1n t h e re f uge 0 f" o.bj eet ive
" semantICS.
. 2
mora 1 VlSlons
WIt

93 Th
e

problem with resting decisions about minority rights on "defiIiitions", of course,
is that the definitions often lag behind social reality, or, worse, merely reflect
prevailing prejudice, not reason.

294

In ancient societies, for example, the institution was not equivalent to the

·
295 It was at once more i n f orma 1 an d more r i gl°d , an d'lnvo 1ve d a
mad ern concep t lon.
different vie", of sexuality and love.

296

Co"t,,,TY to current belief, which views the

traditional judicial image of marriage as somehow both natural; and "as old as
Genesis",297 early Chris tian theologians, for example, had explici t difficul ty
• even d
' di ng wh 0 was marrle
• d • 298 "101 estern cu 1 ture h as s h own a mark e d
ln
eCl
ambivalence regarding sexual relations, including sexual intercourse within marriage.,,299
In America today, empirical and sociological data_prove that the "trend has
'
.
• t y. ,,300 Not on l
b een f rom unl. f
ormlty
to d lverSl
y 'lS t h
e " f orma 1 f ami ly" no 1onger
the exlusive (socially acceptabl~ unit for bearing and raising children",301 but
cohabi ta tion has raised the "shadow iRS ti tu tion of informa 1, de fac to marriagej302
,,303
•
b eyon d mere past ana 1ogUes suc h as "-:common 1aw marnage.

The apparent traditional

model which the law has labored to promote no longer conforms, if it ever did, to
tJie sexual, "ethnic, racial, religious, and norma tive diversi ty charac teris tic of
° · SOcIety.
.
,,304
our p 1ura 1 lstlC

The-~J:ypical

American family", a married man supporting

a wife and children, in fact constitutes only six percent of all contemporary

p.36
·
f
' 1"les. 30 5 Arguments to restrlC\
."
.
- - 'wuO
- confonn to the
Am erlcan
aml
marrlage
to t hose
stereotype not only miss the mark, they have missed the boat.
The law makes choices regarding marriage in three related ways: "ease of entry
in to formal associa tional

5

ta tus~'~· ease

of "tenninationfl. and the legal consequences

of the status itself, all in the state's control.

306

The more important the status,

the harder it is to justify a "state imposed restriction" on access to it. 307 Because
there are significant legal consequences to the marital status in addition to its
308
human rights values, the state's attempt to maintain a narrow definition through
limiting access to it has come under challenge, as in the Case of gay lovers.

In

order to preserve its parochial moral vision, the state's general response has been
to decouple some of the benefits of marital

status,~although

(including the intangible ones of approval and equality).

many still remain

That this reduction

undercuts the validi ty of sustaining its moral vision in the first place is
readily apparent.

A further protiiem, however, has been the failure to respond

to larger social and real individual needs.

In fact, the "present laws not only

unfairly burden married women (and minorities such as tay lover;;), but are also
founded in large part on social assumptions which are anachronistic and inappropriate
to modern society. ,,309
A comprehensive analysis of the traditional legal institution of marriage is
beyond the scope of Ihis article.
of that narrow judicial conception

It is clear, however, that certain features
310

and the stereotypes and prejudices upon

which it is based cannot withstand the constitutional scrutiny which the human rights
vision suggested here require.

Not only are they inconsistent with any meaningful

definition of privacy, freedom, and equal protection, but they are also empirically
~posite.

These unconstitutional preconceptions not only stand in the way of

Fsamesex couples, but block the full freedom and self-discovery of all Americans.
Each should be abandoned, and the law should reflect:
.

.

p.37
(1) No further assumption

~

permanence

The law has traditionally approached marriage as being, by definition, a
permanent commitment;ll even despite the immense increase in

divo~ee. Such a

view impermissibly relies on theological doctrines of "indissoluble holy union".312
In fac t, the 1970' s have seen a growing accep tance of divorce as "normal", which
1•

t may ·e
b '10 some cosmiC
. sense 0 f h uman ~n
. d epen d ence. 313 Th e cornp I ementary va 1ue

of human interdependence, however, is perhaps responsible for assuring that divorce
has not lessened the attraction of marriage.
not the state of marriage itself:

I4

People seem to reject their partner

Aside from reworking the divorce laws;15

the

courts should approach marriage itself without a preconception of permanence.

Such

an atti tude would more accurately corresl'0nd to the social reali ty of "serial
monogamy.,,316 To,the extent it increases an appreciation of how samesex marriages
can serve marriage ends, such a change would be helpful.
(2)

~

further assumption

~

procreation is essential or primarily relevant

In the past and in other types of societies, perhaps, "marriages wen' devised
·
i
.
h' h was necessary. ,,317 Thi s assumptlon
.
th
as means o·f lnsurng
successl0n,
WIC
. at
the marital union was principally a device for producing and legitimating children
. 1u di ng: th e gran t'lng
h a d many consequences, lnc

0

f annu 1men t s f or sterl'1'1 t y,318 t h e

traditional regulation of premarital or extramarital sex, restrictions on contraception,
an oppressive Isexist priority to women's maternal roles, tax and
for reproductitn, and the prohibition of samesex marriage.
!

319

oth~ incentives

The major "privacy"

caseS began/py knocking out some of these results as intrusive on more fundamental
values.

320

People, too, have ceased to link the two, seeing the decision to marry

/ ' thi_ ng, an d t h e d eClSl.On
..
as '-one
to h ave Ch'1 Id ren qUI. te anoth ere 321

Courts should

follow through and remove this element altogether; procreation has no necessary
connection to marriage and the benefits it brings to those who seek it.

People

shOdld not be denied access to the marital state because they cannot or choose not
to reproduce.

p.38
(3)

~

further assumption of gender-defined roles

The traditional American vision of marriage and family life has relied on
a sexist set of gender expectations harmful both to women and men. 322 In the
marital conte"t, one of the most detrimental constraintE these sexrole·shave
created has been the curbing of female activity outside the hOme. 323 One expert
has concluded "traditional marriage makes women sickuboth"physically and

men ta 11 y.

;,324

Nevertheless, over time, Americans became accustomed to associating certain behavior

and roles with women, and others with men.
Major changes have occurred challenging the validity and applicability of these
sexist restrictions, particularly an, increase in the number and percentage of
married women and of mothers (even of young children) working in the paid labor
force, and in the importance of these women's wages to the vital support of their
families.

325

Together with the growing emphasis on the emotional and personal

needs of the married lbvers at the expense of past economic or functional
conceptions of marriage, these societal forces have brought about an enhanced
egalitarianism in family and marriage patterns.

Gender-based prejudices are

demonstrably false and wasteful, and provide no legitimate basis for the state's
insistence on a particular vision of how people of either sex should live.
(4)

~

further assumption of

~

326

monogamous male-female union

American law has institutionalized a particularized version of the Christian
ideal of monogamy as formulated by medieval theologians.

327

The consequences of

this imposition have included the prohibition of bigamy, polygamy, adultery,
extramarital sex, and samesex marriages.

328

Nevertheless, the number of people

d'lUg t h ese purporte d
' 1 norms 15
.,
.
329 Th e Supreme
'
d lsregar
soCIa
Slza bl e an d· groWlng.
Court concluded in 1972, the law cannot simply refuse "to recognize those family
rela tion.hips unlegi timbed by a marriage ceremony. ,,330
Indeed, ".the available data on extramari tal sex make it plain that "we pCly
lipservice to the monogamy ideal but in fact do maintain a significant variety
o f oth er f orms

0

• L ,,331 Monogamy as an 1ndepen
' d ent concept h as come un d er.
f sex I, t~.

p.39
' 1 an d emp1nca
" 1 attac.
k 332 Forms
severe t h eoret1ca

immoral are no longer so viewed

333

0

f sexua 1"1ntlmacy once bran d e d

by the mainstream, while the idea that a wnion

with_one partner mesl fulfIll all one's needs is less and less accepted.

334

"Marriage-style relationships may be appropriate for child-rearing and some
forms of love experience, yet the alternatives are by no means second-rate
substi tutes.

They are valid expressions of love in themselves. ,,335 Tha t some

people may prefer a single partner for all purposes in no way requires that
marriage be so conceived for all.
The traditional restrictive "moral" vision had roots in theological thought
'
,,336 Marriage
which " exp 1 icitly rejected eroticism as a positive human experlence.
and sex were subordinated to functional ends: "A man who loves his wife too much
is an adulteror ••• the upright man should love his wife with his judgment, not his
'
..337 Sexua I'1ty was t h e enemy, not gay 1ove; rna 1e- f ema 1e re 1"atlons were
a ff ectlons.
viewed as the chief danger to the soul.
so should we move
married happiness.

be~ond

338

Just as we have rejected this conception,

unthinking reiteration of irrelevant requirements for

It is the values marriage representscthat are essential, not

the presumed prerequisites ungrounded in truth.

Individuals should be permitted

to partake of those values in the exercise of their constitutional human rights
free of the narrowvrestrictions of others' limited vision.
:..

~.

i·

When the law has ceased to reflect these impermissible prejudices, conditioning
benefits upon the status of marriage will be more acceptable.

In fact, rather than

abandon its power-to withhold legitima'cy for some unions, the state has tended to
'
' 1 b ene f'ItS. 339 Indee,
d 'In reponse
'
b e tw een marrlage
re duce th e cannee t Ion
an d marlta

to the pressures described above, the s tate has begun to regulate marriage less in
general;40 focusing rather on the individuals involved. 341
Since marriage has become less significant in terms of the material benefits
it determines, then, if follows that the legal consequences of marriage are less

p.40
distinguishable fr"",·those of other intimate associat<ton.. ~~2 ·'The ~tate's interest,.
too, is correspondingly lessened.
through all these changes: the

In fact, only one element has remained constant

importanc~"of

the human rights values.of expression,

self-identification, and autonomy--and of love;343 While all other interests falter
or dissolve, these remain alive and urgent, the main goal for lovers of whatever
~and

sexuality who seek to build a secure, happy, and creative life together.

B. Changing Attitudes Toward Women, Gender Roles, and Sexual Stereotypes
No discussion of the marriage and the law's response to date would be complete
without some special attention to the impact of feminism and the change in sexual
stereotypes accelerated in the 1970·s.

The destruction of those continuing

prejudices has an obvious importance to the liberation of the human personality
and social richness, for sexuality as for opportunity in general.

344

In legal

terms, the discrediting of stereotypes that constitute the "rational" justifications
offered for restrictions on marriage and self_expression
overruling. of constitutionally baseless laws.

346

345

would impel the

Although guilt, fear, and

bigotry may remain, as is the situation still confronting religious and racial
minorities and women, at least the law will then be on the side of the oppressed,
supporting their constitutional and human rights.

347

"Sexual arrangements" include the "division of responsibi li ty, opportuni ty,
and privilege that prevails between male and female humans, and the patterns of
pS}'l1bological interdependence tha tare implici t in this division. ,,348 Ana lys ts
have differed over the causes of various sexual arrangements, particularly, those
that subjugate one group to the domination of another.
androgynous

349

Ours is not--yet--an.:

world, where sex and sexuality cannot be seized upon as

d 1Off erences warrantIng dOlscrlmlnatlon. 350 p resuma bl y lOf anyone COll ldb e f oun dO10
0

00

0

any position (for example, as childbearer or,rearer), the sexes would treat each
other more equally.

351

A character in a novel which evoked such a world, remarked

that on his fictiqous .planet, sex roles do "not exist.

One is respected and

p.41
judged only as a human being.

It is an appalling experience.,,352

On our planet, women have largelyipaid the immediate price of subjugation,
stigmatization, and repression.

One author suggests the image ·of a mermaid as

woman's archetypal theme, the seductive female luring us where life comes from
and where we cannot live.

353

Others have concluded that "sexual attraction thrives

· some sense a l'lenate d f rom each ath er ,,354
wh en an d on 1y wh en th e par t ners are 10
;
accordingly, the sexes have pushed themselves apart through socializing patterns
. h as "rna
1 e b on d"lUg " an d domlna
" tl.on.
"
355 Sorne corrrrnen ta tors 1Dca te t h e pro bl em
suc
· 1oglca
.
1 terms (" anatomy 15
. d estlny
. ,,)356
'11 ath
i n b 10
,
Wh'l
3. e stl.
ersI d
0 ge t h e prejudice
in the "universal" tendency to "primary female respons ibi li ty for the care of
" f ants an d young c h 1'ld reno ,,357
In

Regardless of its origin, by the end of the

sixth century, Christians were formally debating the issue as to whether or not
women were human beings.

358

Such sexist discrimination against women found its

way into American law and, particularly, the law of marriage.

359

The negative attitudes toward women familiar in most of Western society had
a major role in the development of hostility toward gay love and eroticism.

360

Gender expectations, with their concomitant (and inappropriate) condemnation
of men who "play the part" of women, were a prominent his tori.cal cause of
sexualism.

361

Although these attitudes came into Western law in part':through

religion, they were in fact based on misreadings and misinterpretations of
fundamental Jewish and Christian sources.

362

For a variety oE reasons;63 the

sexes found themselves entrenched in a pattern of alienation, apartness, and
confinemen t.

Recently, social scientists have questioned the desirability of such polar
sex roles and of stereotyped sex-role models.

Sexist role models, indeed, sexualist

ones, are increasingly seen as limiting the child and restricting intolerably the
personality.364 Role-modeling and gender-socialization means that by age five
children have learned "appropria te" behavior. for their sex, perhaps even more
extremely than adults.

365

"Every society encourages its members to see particular

'.''-'

,;;.',~,-_.-

.- ,.,.'

-", ..

p.42
lIiodes of behavior and particular bodily features, not others, as sexual.,,366 To
some extent this is unavoidable; the main problems are avoiding a sense that
what society has shaped is somehow "natural" and exclusively "moral, and not

restricting individual freedom and creativity more than is necessary.

Fortunately,

American society has begun to move away from its sexist and sexualist stereotypes,
in some ways working from the outside in.

367

The family is at once the main bastion

of sexism and the primary place of experimentation and progress.
The trend toward egalitarian patterns is evident in the "growing acceptance
of the idea that the man can stay home to raise the children while the wcrnan
returns to the labor force.,,368 Other indicia include, again, new attitudes toward
.trlgu1ng
..
. d·1ca tor 15
. th e
bi reOD
tro 1 an d sexua 11· ty. 369 P
·erh aps t h e mos t In
new In
th
recent wave of androgynous culture enabling "the mass of theatergoers, and not
just those with special tastes (to] get a laugh, and quite often a lesson, out
of the infinite varieties of sexual experience ••• an extraordinary revolution in

American sexual thinking.,,370
This revolution is due in part to a rethinking of the gender-expectations, and
further, of gender itself, caused by "an accidental partnership of feminism and
.
,,371 C1ear 1y, "
r.:l ·lli ng ••• to entertaIn
. th e POSSI·b·l·
.
SClence.
tod
ay' s au d"lences LareJWl
1 Itles
of real sexual ambiguity.,,372

"Men alIe playing women with the implication that

this is an enlargement, and not a diminishment, of their personalities--surel¥ a
reflecti~n

.
\\ 373
of changes in our cultural att1tudes.
In one current film, for example,

Isexua
l l
Americans are treated to " t h
e unnerving
pu

0

f t h e attract1ve
. 1y an d rogynous. ,,374

The recogni tion of androgyny and its values "is a real breakthrough and has a lot
to do with a perception of the failure of patriarchy.,,375 As one commentator on
this current cultural wave concluded:
It is a revolution that has spawned a vastly
greater tolerance for uncon¥enti~nal sexual
behavior than was imaginable twenty years ago ••••
The more we know, or can bear to know about
ourselves, it seems, the less the old conventional,
patriarchal strictures seem to apply.
376
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The commentary is almost as revealing as the developments themselves.
Actually, it is the revolution in behavior,

expectB~ions,

and understanding! that

has produced the cultural recapitulations and elaborations of it.

Androgynous

values represent a manifestation of the infinite personality and social diversity
which demand constitutional protection as human rights.
to let people live and love in equality and real freedom.

It is time for the law
As with racist barriers,

and now with sexist restrictions, so sexualist prejudices should fall before the
mighty human claim to love and fulfillment.
C. The Law's Response to Date
Modern jurisprudence has seen some improvement in the situation of women, and

considerable reduction of the sexist law, although Ihere is far to go.

377

has also been a growing recognition that the law must take a new look at
has happened and is happening to marriage and the family in America.

378

There
wha~

One case

recently presented the question whether one gay lover could adopt another as a
means of achieving some legal recognition of their mutual commitment, given the
refusal of the state to register their marriage.

The judge, granting the peti tion,

The ~'nutl.ear 'family" arrangement is no longer the only
family life in America. The realities of present day
urban life allow many different types of non-traditional
families. The statates involved do not permit this court
to deny a petition for adoption on the basis of this court's
view of what is the nature of a family. In any event, the
best description of a family is a continuing relationship of
love and care, and an assumption of responsibility for some
other p",rson.
379

held:

Although the right result, samesex marriage remains one goal among many still
wi thheld.
The law has responded to the social revolution in behavior and attitudes in
several ways.

There has been some activity regarding statutes which affect marriage

and sexuality, including some decriminalization of private consensual sex between
380
adults,
no-fault divorce, and, for example, the New York Human Rlights law defining
as "family" members any two people at the same address, even if not married or
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related by blood.

381

Numerous cities and one state, Wisconsin, have acted to prohibit

discrimination on the basis of sexuality.382 New administrative regulations have
also been adopted; for example, the Federal Ci.il Seriiee bars disqualification
from Federal employment because of sexual orientation.~~?
Finally, courts have begun to reinterpret old statutes and cases.
384

v. Municipal Court,

In Pryor

the court excluded the solicitation for sex acts to be

performed in pri-vate from the meaning of "lewd or dissolute conduct."

Judges have

grown increasingly willing to recognize express and implied contractual agreements
between samesex couples.

385

386
In Bezio v. Patenaude,
the Massachusetts Supreme

judicial Court held that gay parents are not unfit per se because of their sexuality,
rejecting the lower court's opinion.

Currently_ in Pennsylvania, a lover has gone

to court to have his longterm relationship with another man recognized as a
" cammon- 1aw

.

,,387

marrlage.~

For all individuals, whatever their sex or sexuality, marriage and family
represent clusters of the most basic values, protected by their human right to
choose, to pursue happiness.

One individual writes, "if freely chosen, a

marriage license is as fine an option as sexual license.
to

Ch oose

All I ask is the right

. h t SOclety
.
h as never rLS1CJ
.. :l grante.
d ,,388
f or myse If , but tat
h
i s exact 1y tie
h rlg

He concludes:

Living outside the law, we gay people have always been
free to invent our own relationships according to our
own rules. No matter how we arrange to avoid the traditional
role playing••• the right to choose marriage still remains
the ultimate normalization of relations between nongay and
gay society. It extends the impact of gay anti-discrimination
laws because it not only recognizes the right to be different,
it recognizes the right to be equal. It acknowledges not only
gay pain, but gay pride and pleasure. It says th.t our
friends not only pity us, they respect us and believe our love
is as real as their own. But they do not.
389

It is time to lift that sentence off the heads of gay women and men in America.
Ill. TOWARD A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF SEXUALITY AND SEXUALISM
Among the many distinctions Americans draw as grounds for discrimination against
other Americans--for example"

religion, race, sex, age--perhaps the most subtle and

deepest rooted is sexuality.

People believe that certain patterns of sexual and
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emotional attraction are "natural" and even "moral'..' , to the exclusion of all others.

In particular, our society has become accustomed to a division of people into
classifications by sexual orientation: a nongay majority and a gay minority, somehow
wholly apart and different.
and substantial evidence

391

As is typical of prejudice, major definitional problems

390

are ignored in favor of a condemnation of the character

and conduct of other people.

Gay individuals

392

are seen as alien, immoral, and

even dangerous, as '\fiolating fundamental imperatives of religion and biOlogy in a

manner wholly divorced from the beliefs, practices, and self-conception of the "majority".
It was not always this way.

Ancient cultures, for example, never bothered to

class individuals according to the gender of their lovers, friends, or sexual partners.

393

The gay/nongay distinction was a trivial or even incomprehensible one, an irrelevant
way of appraising a

hum~n

personality.

changing social tolerance of

gayJ1!:

John Boswell, a leading historian of the

the ancient and medieval worlds, notes that

"majorities ••• create minorities in one very real sense, by deciding to categorize
lo
h "manua 1 pre f erence
t h em. ,,394 Le f t- h an dedness, f
or examp
e, lS on 1y lmportant were
0

takes on social significance and people make it their business to categorize their
•

countrymen on t h at b aS1S.

,,395

One intriguing question is why societies choose the categories they do.

396

While

Uneither the Roman religion nor Roman law recognized homosexual eroticism as distinct

·
to-- h eterosexua 1 erotlclsm, ,,397 ours d oes, lnv idi ous 1y.
f rom--muC h 1 ess i n f erlor
0

0

0

Where "Roman society almost un"nimously assumed that adult males would be capable
.
of, if not interested in, sexual relations wlth
both sexes, ,,398 ours does not, perh aps
erroneously.

Finally, where ancient societies recognized and often esteemed formal

.
399 ours stloIl WIoIl not.
samesex marrIages,

In America, '.!the closer

~samesex

love) moves

toward something that might gain outright acceptability, the more it arouses andalarms
the very considerable forces against i t--forces tha t none too patien tly awai t their
°
chance to re 1abe 1 it as outrageous. ,,400 Un d erstan dOh
lng ow sexua Ii st d i st i nctlons

achieved their force and place in our society may be even more difficult than understanding
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the nature of our sexualities themselves.

Undoing sexualism, however, going

' d'lVl'd ua 1s,401
b eYOD d mere t 0 1erance t 0 a greater _ree
~
ma k es' t h es
f
d am f or a·11 1U
attempt worthwhile.
Sexuality, any sexuality, is hard to analyze.

As one writer put it in

discussing gay sexual orientation:

.:~

L -. .

It is largely amorphous--a behavioral category of individuals
who are about as diffusely allied with each other as the world's
smokers or coffee-drinkers, and who are defined more by social
opinion than by any fundamental consistency among themselves. 402
Studying orientations identified as "minority" ones historically poses

serious:~

problems, notably the longevity of prejudice against them, historical falsification,
the inward personal nature of the subject, and the difficulty of avoiding
anachronistic stereotypes.

403

Researching sexual orientation as a legal issue

today encounters similar obstacles.

404

Finally, observing and analyzing the

sexuality of diverse individuals, often oppressed and repressed, in scientific
efforts to understand our sexual orientation and behavio£, have major difficulties
all their own.

405

One recent, respected study concluded that "Literally so .Ii ttle
•

is actually known of the physiologic and psychosexual aspects of homOSExuality
i · we are a b· out t h e su bj ect. ,,406 Martin'
• uncerta1n
. j ust h
th at i t 1S
ow gnorant
Weinberg, perhaps the leading scientific expert on the subject of gay sexuality,
7
.
h as stated t h at " all preV10us
research s h ould b e thrown out, an d we s h ou Id start over. ,,40

Despi te this latecome caution, however, "experts have largely reached consensus
on several major conclusions about sexuality and gay sexuality, although they still
'f
' I ogy. 408 Many 0 f t h e s h are d expert 0p,n,ons
" have b egun
d 1' ff er on t h e questlon
0
etlo
to find their way into judicial decisions.

In 1976, for example, the Fourth Circuit

declared that: llHomosexuality is a continuum and ••• people line tip on the continuum

with varying degrees of homosexual tendencies, so that there are few
hundred percent ei ther homosexual or heterosexual trai ts. ,,409

~ople

of one-

The court deplored

th e " erroneous concep t'lon th a t h omosexua l1' yt 'lssa matter of conscl'ouS cho i• ce,IA1D
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and concluded that "sexual orientation is actually determined in the early years
<

f ll"f
O
e . ,,411 Whatever forms people , s individual sexualities, it is society

~and

their personal methods of coping that make people "gay" or "nongay".
The earliest major study suggested that people should not be characterized
as Ifhomosexual" or "heterosexual", but as individuals with certain amounts of
male-female or samesex

experience.~12 This

cuts back to the problem of definition:

are all of the American men who have had sex with another man (at leastAof the
adult male population)413gay ?
to women?

If so, what about sexual experience with and attraction

Is it one experience or many that counts?

conscious acceptance of one"s sexual orientation?

Or is it some element of

.'hat do we learn when we

discover that over half of all the m.... engaging in impersonal sex with other men
in public places are married to women?

414

Perhaps only the danger and weakness of

"f"
h
I··
'"
1ar 1 yeo
' f sexua 1·1St categorIes.
.
L"
c 1ass1Ylng
uman persona
Itles,415 an d partlcu
·1 k e

all individuals, gay people "are best understood when they are seen as whole human
"
"ln terms a f t h at th ey d 0 sexua 11 y."
,,416' or whom they are drawn to,
belngs,
not j
ust
need, and love.
All recent major studies confirm that "£'rom a functiona.! point! of ,view,
homosexuailty and heterosexuality have far more similarities than differences.,,417
Not only arc the sexual orientations indistinguishable

phySiologically~18 but

there

is "convincing evidence that homosexuality is not a criterion predictor of psycho" not ln
" h erent 1y
path 0 1ogy. ,,419 In ath er words, gay love, I"1 k e most pair- b on d"lng, lS

socially

'disadvantageous~20 It,

too, offers a mechanism for social organization,

mutual assistance, care of offspring, friendship, self-identification, and so on.
.
h"lpS "h
s are a h ost
Gay an d nongay re 1atlons

0

f commona I"ltles;
" ,,421 f or examp1 e,

"tbe: settled-in qualities of the homosexual couple tend to be precisely those
which characterize the stable heterosexual relationship. ,,422 The expert evidence
sugges ts, a L a minimum, "an at ti tude of quiet tolerance for the range of ways
individuals express their divergent sexual needs wi th fellow humans. ,,423
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The problem for gay individuals, studies confirm, is not in their sexuality,
but in our sexualism.

In America today, "it takes a fair amount of sophistication

to realize that intimate expressions of seX and affection can even occur between
. t h eir genera I behav i or. ,,424
partners who are alike in their gender and in

Not

enough people, certainly too few judges and lawmakers, have shown the perception
and respect of Bishop Melvin Wheatley, Jr., who, having appointed an· openly gay
priest·to a major parish, declared:
Homosexuality, quite like heterosexuality, is neither a virtue
nor an acco~plishment. Homosexual orientation is a mysterious
gift of God's grace co~~unicated through an exceedingly complex
set of chemical, biological, chromosomal, hormonal, environmental,
developmental factors totally outside my homosexual friends' control.
Their homosexuality is a gift, neither a virtue nor a sin. What
they do with their homosexuality, however, is definitely their
personal, moral, and spiritual responsibility. Their behavior
as homosexuals may be very sinful--brutal, exploitative. selfish,
promiscuous, superficial. Their behavior as homosexuals, on the
other hand, may be beautiful--tender, considerate, loyal, othercentered, profound.
With this interpretation of the mystery that must be attributed
to both heterosexual and homosexual oriatations, I clearly do not
believe that homosexuality is a sin.
425
Instead, gay individuals, like other minorities and disfavored groups such as
women, have suffered in America, bearing the brunt of sexualist confinement and
stigma, eondemna tion as "immoral", and denial of access to love and forma I union.
Yet people set apart because of their sexual orientation have a different

experience of oppression from that of minorities or social victims, although their
fates are often joined.

426

Unlike religious or racial minorities, for example,

gay people are not generally born into gay families; they must endure social
hostility and alienation individually, alone, often without advice or even
emotional support from relatives or friends.

In this; they are more like the

blind than like Jews, for example, but frequently without the familial supp:>rt,
.

understanding, or even awareness.

427

Unlike religious, racial, or cultural minorities, gay individuals are socialized

through adulthood as if they were not gay, as if they shared the majority's sexualist
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stereotypical sexuality.

428

Gay children often believe they are all alone, unique

and unacceptably different, with resulting difficulties and psychological distress.
That their family cannot share their perceptions, let alone make a rich and valuing
celebration of them with a texture of belonging and community, enhances these
problems.

Gay youth, unlike young blacks or Jews, for instance, do not even have

the flip side of ghetto life, the "solace of solidari ty in the face of oppression. ,,429
As a result, gay individuals, like society as a whole, tend to have no awareness
of the historical changes in attitude toward gay sexuality and sexuality in general. 430
In particular, they do not realize just how historically contingent their present
position of disfavor really is.

The lack of family identification with the source

of their oppression means that gay people have no way of commemorating past crises
or preserving a historical memory.

As a result, when good times return, no

'
431.In ba d tImes,
.
"
mee h anlsm
eXists to preven t a recurrence 0 f
repreSSIon;
gay

children, gay people, have no role models to comfort and guide them.
Unlike other minorities and stigmatized groups, it is only when social attitudes
are relatively favorable ,that gay individuals can form visible subcultures; in
..
. . 'bl e. 432 Th"
h ostl'l e SOcIetIes,
t h ey b ecome InV1Sl
. IS IS argua bl y sa f er,433 b ut has
the price of increased alienA£ion and loneliness.
the ability of the group to work for change

434

Further, it significantly impairs

and contributes to the perpetuation

of negative social stereotypes.
Keeping gay sexuality hidden provides no alternative vision of a "good" gay
life and no means for the conforming majority to appreciate its values and
similar core ambitions.

It

als~.means

that the majority will be able to define

the outlets available to samesex couples.
' . ty to
opportunl

S

This merely offers a self-fulfilling

.,
tlgma
tlze anew an d repress accor d'lng 1y.435 M
,ore t h an mos t groups,

gay lovers are defined by how they are treated socially.

Therefore, more than

most, gay individuals depend on popular attitudes and human rights protection for
'
. 1 436
f ree d om, id ent1ty,
an d surVlva.
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Not coincidentally, "the law itself has also been a factor influencing
·
..437 On e h"lstorlan even conten d s t ha t t h e imperial
attitu des towar d homosexua 1lty.
legisla tion of Chris tian Rome "has mos t influenced modern Wes tern a tti tUdes. ,,438
Although samesex affection, attraction, and eroticism have always existed, "some

societies ••• have idealized homosexual love, as did the ancient Greeks, while others
.
.
.
..439
h ave h ars h 1y condemne d lt, as dld the anCIent Jews. ~'c Derogatory myths and

440

stereotypes,

as well as the religious carryover, are all sources of our current

sexualist law.

At the same time, however, the law contributes to and maintains these
prejudices, by defining the ways in which people may present themselves and
interact sexually and emotionally.

If gay lovers, for instance, cannot marry,

not only their individual goals and their relationships suffer, but society also
loses the chance to see their arrangements and choices as diverse, capable of
happiness, and entitled to equal respect.

There is no means to explode the

stereotype upon which the repression which sustains it rests.

441

This is one of

the ways in which sexualism harms everybody, constraining Lhe choices of all of us.
This is true even though the particular impact on gay individuals is more readily
apparent:

We are now beginning to realize that social forces have an
influence on all kinds of phenomena which we have hitherto
analyzed in individual terms. We are beginning to understand,
for example, that even physical illness such as heart disease
and cancer may be influenced by sociological factoss •••• If this
be the case, as is plainly indicated by recent studies, then it
ought to be clear that the relationship of the homosexual to a
largelyihostile society must have profound effects on hisclife.

442

Since this hostqity in part arises out of, and is sustained directly and indirectly
(through the law),by, stereotypes, it is necessary to explore them more explicitly.
A. Personality Theory: .An Etiology of Sexuality and Sexualism
One major prejudice contributing to sexualism is the idea that gay sexuality
is "unnatural. II

443
While it is never clear just what this means or why it is relevant,

it presumablly at least in part involves the causation or source of sexual orientation.
"What 'causes' homosexuality is an issue of importance only to societies which regard
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·
gay peop 1e as b lzarre
or anoma 1DUS. ,,444 S"inee ours 15 at present sue h a society,
an inquiry into the etiology of sexuality is invited.
Modern experts differ on the subject, offering a variety of explanations
. 41.i 5 h ormona.
1446 or other
( 1 ) genet1c,

for sexual orientation based on:,'
biological factors1

47

or (2)

conditioning--~ot between parent and child448 __ but

449
45~
in society at large, or in very early social (not sexual) experience; or (3) some
. 451 Th ey concur, h owever, on a rejection
.
.
coml.natlon.·):
b·
0 f certain stereotypical

conceptions, particularly theories of maladjustment or of gay individuals as
.
d or 1'11 nongays. 452
tw1ste

Thus, one writer evaluates the evidence to say that no single factor is
..
453 A5 Wlt
. h'lnte 11'1gence or ath er components 0 f t h e persona l'lty, the
deCSSlve.
key is how various internal and external influences combine and reinforce one

another in each individual case.

As he notes, "how a budding sexual value system

drowns out competing alternatives is central to the whole question of how exclusive
orientations arise.,,454. In most of us, the polarization of our tastes is not
confined merely tothe issue of gender, but also affects aspects of attraction and
interest within each gender.
facto~s

455

There is a mix of environmental and contingent

such as circumstances and social conditions, together with the basic

biological package that makes up all

i~diyiduals

and their predispositions.

Like

Aristophanes' metaphorical creatures in Plato's Symposium, we are all less than
the whole, as sexual beings, as individuals vis-a-vis the society which helps form

us~56 and as humans of infinite capacity.457

Weinberg sums it up:

What we seem to have identified ••• is a pattern of feelings
and reactions within the child that cannot be traced back to
8 single social or psychological root; indeed, homosexuality
may arise from a biological precursor (as do lefthandedness
and allergies, for example) that parents cannot control ••••
In short, to cone erned parents, we cannot recommend anything
beyond the care, sympathy, and devotion that good parents
lavish on their children anyway.
458
Nevertheless, the attempt to reach a consensus has boiled down to a difference
as to how Significant the

bi~logical,

prebirth component is, with general agreement
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that a person's sexuality is fairly solidly established by early childhood at the
latest.

459

One legal commentator notes that "purely physiological explanations of

homosexuality have received increased credence as new evidence "has accumulated.,,460
In any case, almost every single expert concurs. thljt; :whatever its origins, "an
individual's sexual orienta tion, once acquired, is extremely difficult to al ter. ,,461
That does not prevent social attempts at alteration, however.

In this sense,

even if sexual orientation is biologically influenced, how pepple live and deal with
thei r sexuali ties is s ti 11 a social phenomenon.

"Mos t people see the! r he terosexual

responses as innate and automatic, but trained observers understand that people are
specifically heterosexual because they have been geared by their upbringing to
expect and want to b e.

,,462

Even if a majority were somehow born predisposed toward

male-female attraction, just as a majority is born without 20/20 vision, society
exerts a massive pull.

"Certainly there is nothing mysterious in how family life

.
i tse If as a rno d e 1 to b e f 0 11 owe d b y eac h new .
.....
,,468
communlcates
o-::0eratlon.

.

I~,our'society,

_~~'

J;:

male-female sexual relationships are given full benefit of

socialization, logistic support, ceremony. andqther reinforcements, while
samesex relationships and gay aspirations are denied almost all.
and society may not form a

While the family

person~s internal sexual orienzation~'4they certainly

can affect and shape how an,:individual proceeds to act upon it.

Where people are

what they are for reasons beyond their control, by their "nature", to confine or
punish them without cause or legitimate interest is the true immoral act.

465

As

a violation of human rights, such sexualist discrimination is also unconstitutional.
B. Diversity:

!

Look at the Lives of Gay People

Another major prejudice influencing attitudes toward gay people is the:
. .
.
h
. .1$ some h ow ""lmmora.
1,,466 A
'
. .15 une 1ear
mlsconceptlon
tat
t h'
elr b e h BVlor
galn,
it
what is meant, and even why it 'Rould be relevant to their legal status insofar as
the Constitution guarantees all citizens their human rights regardless of others'
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moral appraisals.

467

Generally, however, the popular sexualist stereotypes focus

· • 5 d·lstur b·lng upsettlng
.
on gay sexua 1 lty
470

purported danger to the young,

and

0

f ·gen der ro 1es,468 reputed promiscuity,469

v~rceive~

excessive physicality to the exclusion

471

of other manifestations of love.
This fixation on

~·.sex"

and neglect of the full range of affectational,

emotional, and psychological needs and desires inherent in gay sexuality

ironi~ally

conforms to the way in which society restricts the available expressions of gay
love.

Society makes the rules and then condemns the group in the name of those

who most flagrantly violate them, those who are most visible.

Gay individuals are

refused access to marriage, and then blamed and further stigmatized for not having
marriage-like relationships or values.

In fact, of course;

Homosexuality encompasses far more than people's sexual
proclivities. Too often homosexuals have been viewed simply
with reference to their sexual interests and activities.
Usually, the social context and psychological correlates of
homosexual experience are ignored, making for a highly
constricted image of the persons involved.
472
Gay love, like its nongay equivalent, generl!tef;)numerous lifestyles" which include
more t h an mere sex, an d ,

0

. 473 Indeed, " t h ere are c 1 ear 1y
f ten, on 1y one partner.

more differences between individuals and individual couples than there are
· ds
b etween k ln

0

f coup 1 es. ,,474

One important fact is that most gay individuals, as well as those with some
inchoate attraction or interest in others of their gender, do not publicly identify
themselves as such.
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They may not so conceive

themselves~760r else survive only

Vb
.
. .
f
' ,,477 While some gay people
. Y 1·lVlng
a doub l
e ·
11 f e 0 f ' sheer, unmltlgated
ear.
manage to buck sexualist oppression and even exploit their d 1.ff erences,478 most
li~e

in"the closet", an apt metaphor for the confinement of their precious human

persenality.

Whether they deny their sexual orientation to themselves or try not

to act upon it, such gay individuals miss out on basic values and opportunities of
life and love.
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By contrast, "the lifestyles of people who consciouSly accept their homosexuality
vary far more.

Self-acceptance opens the door to a great variety of possible

arrangements •••• For the homosexual who is largely free of fear and self-doubt,
. 1 (an
d sexua 1) opportunltles
..
than he has t,'me to explol' t.,,479·
there are often more SOCla
More and more gay individuals, naturally, are rejecting the social constrictions
.

beings~80

of the closet and are developing themselves as full human
so

. h
Wlt

th~y are doing

. h'lUg d Iverslty
.
. ,,481 rea 11 y not so surprIslng,
. .
.
an " astOTI1S
gIven
t h e nature

of the personality whose protection is at the center of the eonstitution.

In fact,

the diversity is such that some gay people fear that "Our differences over the ways
in which we make love and the lifestyles that
teac us apart. ,,482

c

Cl~arly,

g~ow

out of them are threatening to

.
no 1 imlted
stereotype can stan d up.

Patterns of sexual behayior are part of the variety of gay, like nongay,
sexuality_

Social attitudes vary toward forills of erotic expression, often on

a "do what I say, not what I do" basis.

One such "immoral" and disfavored type

of conduct is promiscui ty, a charge.·.oftep, reveled 'against
notes,'~nly

,gilY··peop~e•.

; As Boswell

in comparatively recent times have gay feelings come to be associated

wi th moral looseness. ,,433 The stigma tizing myth of indiscrimiJt." te, !,nonYJ!lous sex:.
is as true for gay individuals as it is for millions of nongaypeople who avail
themselves of brothels or the typing pool.
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To the extent tha t gay people lead

promiscuous lives, it is due both to individual choices

485

seemingly ratified by'

their nongay contemporaries~86 and to social limitations on other ferms of sexual
and especially emotional expression.

"Many homosexuals view their own promiscui ty

as a hopefully temporary transitional stage in which they more or less systematically
search for the 'right' partner wi th whom they can have a lasting relationship.,,4S7
Other people are promiscuous for precisely the opposi te reason, "primarily to
avoid en tangling connni tIn en ts" dangerous to career and social posi tion in sexualis t

.

SOCIety.

488
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reason

More profoundly, an importantAfor what is branded ;'gay'prorilisctitty" is that:
society provides them with little or no opportunity to
meet on anything more than acsexual basis. Driven
underground, segregated in what have been termed"sexual
marketplaces", threatened but. perhaps also stimulated by
the danger of their enterprise, homosexual men would be·
expected to haue an enormous number of fleeting sexual
encoun ters.

Sex wi th pe rsons other :than

5

trangers can,

in fact, be a liability, the occasion for blackmail and
unwanted public exposure. In other words, sex without
commitment may reflect an even greater commitment to the
reality of their circumstances, given the 'homoerotophobic'
society in which they live.
489
That society then uses the stigma of "promiscui ty" as a further reason to deny
gay individuals equal freedom--for example, access to marriage--is thus cruelly
ironic.

In view of the religious and quasi;".religiolls "moral" face of the

discrimination'against gay citizens, it is fitting that the legal approach to
sexualism be modeled after the constitutional solution to the problem of religious

difference~?O-- non-establishment by the government of any parochial vision, and
equal respect for individual freedom.

One necessary result is the equal recognition

of samesex relationships and gay marriage.
Indeed, "the fact thab'homosexual liaisons, unlike those of their
heterosexual counterparts, are not encouraged or legally sanctioned by society
probably accounts for their relative instability.,,491 Studies as well as litigation
indicate that "a relatively steadjt. relationship with a love partner is a very
meaningful event in the life of a homosexual man or woman" in every way parallel
.
' 1 support. 4 9 2
t o th e nongay experlence,
save f
or SOCla
As!' d e f rom
hostility and lack of a reinforcing structure
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t he

. 1
!SOCla

which make it difficult to

sustain lasting commitments, gay lovers also face a large pool of competition
for their partner's affection.

This is exacerbated by the "likelihood that

homosexual couples will meet many sexually available partners in their social
milieu, conditions which may militate against fidelity to one's

partner~494

a result, however, "since it is relativelY easy for. homosexual partners to

As
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backtrack from their mistakes in partner-selection simply by separating, the
Id
I d • ,,49 5 These would be
'
re 1at i ans h ~ps
wh'Ie h d
0 ast
ten to b e exce 11 ent 1y b
a ance
the first individuals to seek formal marital status with their lovers.
"What must an ongoing h·omosexual relationship have in order to deserve the
ti tle--and by wha t meal s is its s tabili ty to be judged ?,,496 These ques tions are
as tard to answer for samesex couples as they are for £emale-male relationships.497
The same issues are raised: If permanence is the standard, what if they ever split?
if monogamy, what if it is permanent with some side action? if continuing affection
is the test, what if they stay together regardless? What if the break-up is due ·not
to some inherent problem or weakness in gay sexuality, but to a misunderstanding
' 1 ar con fl'let t h at nelter
' h
k
h ow to resolve.,,498 Th estate • 5
or a " partlCll
partnernows

experience in the area of traditional marriage has taught at least one lesson: these
are issues for the individuals themselves to work out.
" Homosexual adults are a remarka bl y diverse group.;,,499

Their behavior as

a group is no more "mora ltl or "immoral ll than that of any other such group in

America.

As for sexualist restrictions on marriage, the human rights of gay

individuals are fundamentally at stake because of the importance of the values
. k ; some may WIS
' h to f arma 1 1ze
'
'
at rlS
th
e ri
unIon
WI, th t h'
elr 1ove~. 500 Th e government

should be an audience, not a critic or censor, recording their definition and
recognizing their marriage, consistent with the fonstitution's

prohibition on

statist impositions of "moral" orthodoxy.
C. Diversity: Changing Attitudes Toward Gay People
Societies have differed dramatically in their approach to samesex love, just
as they have in all other aspects of sexuality and family relationships.

The

501
ancient world, as shown,
was generally indifferent to the categorization per'se,
while some cultures of the time, particularly urban ones, idealized samesex love
above all others. S02 Recent groundbreaking historical study has described the
transformation of the "almost limitless tolerance of Roman mores into the
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narrowness" of present society, attributing it to a complicated combination of
factors. 503 These include the decline of urban civilization

504

increase in the importance of conformity and rigid sex".codes.

and a corresponding

505

With the advent

of corporate authorities willing, able, and eager to enforce particular rules of
506
conduct on individual behavior and thought,
gay sexuality, like human freedom
in general, went under.

Religion itself played a far less significant direct

role than is commonly though t;

507

There was not a simple historical march from freedom and tolerance to repression;
the interaction of the urban-rural and government power factors meant that some
I 'ler at t'Itu des 0 f th e h'19 h er anCIent
.
. . I lzatlons.
.
.
508
.
centurIes
swung b ae k towar d t h
e ear
CIVI
Thus, the years c.1050-1150, for example, saw the reappearance of a gay subculture,
literature, and network "conscious of their common difference from the majority.,,509
The subsequent decline and repression prevented a similar reawakening until the
nineteenth century, following the eighteenth century's great revolutions for liberty,
equality, and fraternity.
Specific legislation against gay individuals and samesex relations was also
late in coming, and historically erratic.

The original laws were aimed at particular

facets of samesex activities, especially male prostitution and "passivity".510 The
first prohibitions of samesex relations in general came two hundred years after

the entrenchment of Christianity at the center of state power.

511

Later measures

saw a linkage between gay people and other minorities viewed as dangers to the
5

. 1Ud'lUg Mos 1ems, J ews, h eretlcs,
.
' h es. 512 By t h e
t a t e, Inc
an dwite

t h'lrteent h

century,

general intolerance of minority groups, the new emergence of powerful:centralizing
regimes, the general fervor of the Crusades and related ideas, and the theological
compilations of the time combined to lay the foundations of the sexualist conformism
and anti-gay persecution which has continued to our time. 513
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Part of that attack on gay love was an abolition of the institution of
samesex marriage "which had hitherto been legal (at least de facto) and well-known. ,,514
Indeed, prior to the decline of urban civilization under the Raman Empire,

'~arriages

b etween rna 1es or b etween f ema 1 es were 1 ega 1 an d f amI. l'lar,,,515
-, an d"-re f erences to
marriages are commonplace" in the history of

"well-known in the Roman

g~y

that_era~~6 Samesex marriages were

world~517 although not confined to it. 51B Even some rural

. .
. d t h em.519
socIetIes
recognIze

L~ga 11 y,

'"
gay coup 1es appeare d
to enJoy
a completely

equal footing wi th their heterosexual counterparts. ,,520
Posi tive, or at least

acc~pti!!g,

·atti tudes toward samesex attraction and love

were not confined to the ancient Western world.

A 1951 anthropological survey

concluded: "In forty-nine (sixty-four percent) of the seventy-six societies other
than our own for which information is available, homosexual activities of one
sort or another are considered socially acceptable for certain members of the
.
,,521 Presuma b 1y, gIven
.
.
communIty.
th
e 'Increasing openIng
0 f ell 1 tures to the values
of others, the results would·be even more dramatic today.

Tribal cultures in

South America show a high tendency toward samesex relations, described as almost

..
522 Th e Am'
1 d a very camp 1ex system 0 f gay 1ave and
exc 1USlve.
erlcan I n d'lans evove
relationships, the berdache.

523

With varying cultural nuances and differing

.
..
.
524
resIstance
to 1a b e 1Sf ath er SOcIeties
to 1e~ate an d even encourage sarnesex .
lnteraction.
Despite such worldwide variation, American society is in many ways extremely

intolerant and repressive of gay love and samesex experience.

In the criminal

law, as one judge noted, sex with a person of the same gender has often meant a
penalty two- times as h2rsh as that meted out to second-degree murderers, six
times that of an abortionist, thirty times higher than the sentence meted out to

a child molester or drunk driver, and 730 times that of a public drunk.

525

Only

recently have such laws been repealed or struck down; they are still on the books

. twenty- f-.. d
'·
526
In
_. state Juns
lctlons.
Despite some

improve~eQt

and particular cases, employment discrimination against

individuals who love another of their gender is still a reality and a constant threat.

527
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Gay activists, given the limited government protection in this area,

have"un~ertaken

negotiations with large employers through the National Gay Task Force (founded in
..
528 Anum b er
1 973) ,among oth er organlzatlons.

0

f major
.
.
.
.
"
lnstltut19ns,
corporatlons,

schools, and organizations have committed themselves to explicit nondiscrimination
on grounds of sexuality.529 Several have called for legislation banning sexualist
.

discrimination.

530

D·,,.,i!:

The State of Wisconsin, and the cities of;Harfisburg, Los Angeles,

Minneapolis, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington, D.C., among others,
. 1atlon.
.
531 Th ere h ave b een slgnl
. . f lcant
.
h
h ave a 1 rea d y a d opte d suc h 1egls
sifts
in popular
attitudes and

indulgence~32 yet gay individuals still perceive themselves, rightly,

as victims and likely targets of discrimination and animosity.533
Sexualism in our society rests not on reason or constitutionally permissible
moral judgments, but on vestigial prejudice, ignorance, confused notions of what
is "natul'al", and illegitimate conceptions of the proper"power of the state to
enforce conformity.

The same "moral"

condemnations of

~ay

sexuality so often

appealed to also proscribed lending at intel'est, sex during menstruation, jewelry
and dyed cloth, shaving, regular hygiene, wigs, keeping kosher, circumcision,

working on holidays, extramarital sex, divorce, and gender, religious, and racial
equality.534 Notions of "unnaturalness" and "immol'ality, largely irl'elevant and
unconstitutional in any case, do not apply to gay sexuality.
Homosexuality
to be ashamed
classified as
of the sexual

As Sigmund Freud wrote:

is assul'edly no advantage, but it is nothing
of, no vice, no degradation; it cannot be
an illness; we consider it to be a variation
function.
535

The time has come to let gay people live and love as equals in the freedom they
deserve, in the social di vel'Si ty the Consti tu tion and human l'igh ts es teem·and pl'otec t.

--

IV. THE CONSTITUTIONAL VISION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
A.

~

--

Moral Theory of the Constitution Founded on Human Rights to Freedom and Equality
A belief in the pal'amount impol'tance of human rights of freedom and equality

animates the Constitution of the United States.

As a preeminent defender of human

p.60
rights, Justice Brandeis, understood:
The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions
favorable to the pursuit of happiness. They recognized the
significance of man's spi~ttual nature, of his feelings and of
his intellect. They knew that only a part of the pain, pleasure,
and satisfactions of lllfe are to be found in material things,
They sought to"protect Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts,
their emotions, and their sensations.
536
. 1 artIc
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Brandeis' concept of privacy was something greater than the narrow "right
of information control" which the Supreme Court has sometimes proposed it to hiE,,5tiO
The justice was in fact 1'appealing to an underlying moral argument about the place
of human rights in the American contractarian conception of the relations of

. d'IVl. d ua 1s among t h
h
,,541 H'15 prIvacy
.
. .
h
In
emse I
yesd
an to testate.
VISIon
was te
.
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, s purposc--t h c protectIon
Const t tutlon
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h e ".lOVIO
. 1 ate persona l'lty,
,,542 t h e

curtailment of unwarranted intrusion on a person's "estimation of himself and
upon his feelings,,;43 and the equal and "general right of the individual to be
,,544
1 et a 1one.

This right to autonomy, to equal protection and government deference

to individual choice,· is the 'most compreheBsYve of rights and the right most
valued by

. ',..

C1Vlllzed

men.

,,5.6.5

If constitutional privacy means the right of all individuals to make their own
.
"
1 " regulation, what are
choices and lead their own lives free of government
mora

the sources of such a vision?
and equal treatment?

What are the values in these human rights of choice

How are they in the Constitution?

Given the judicial confusion

over privacy and human rights, and the too frequent willingness to playa paternalistic
role, it will be useful to address these questions directly.
(I) The Idea of Human Rights and Privacy
Human rights 547 occupied a central position in American political thought even
before the Declaration of Independence with its ringing assertions of them.

They

have moral weight by definition, as they reflect a choice in favor of a view of
·
.
..
f or, protectIng
. .It. 548 A5
0 f , an d prerequIsItes
h uman nature an d t h e ImperatIves

546
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a substantive value choice, they mean thllt the American constitutional system is
not value-neutral, but rather rests on and impels an equal respect for individual
t h DUgh ~,

Od
..
expreSSIon,
an l'1 f esty 1e. 549 TIl e government, even represent i ng maJOTltarian

tas tes, prejudices. or "mora li ty", therefore, cannot override ind ividuals· righ t

to choose, or the choices they make, except to the extent they infringe upon other
..
1 rIg
. h ts. 550
peop 1e ' 5 constltutiona

The idea of human rights has a history dating back at least to the seventeenth
cen t.u,y.

551
552
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554
Hobbes,
Locke,
Rousseau,
and Kant,
all elaborated what was then

a radical theory and"way of thinking about the moral implications of human
, .. 555 TIl e idea
.
l'
. . f'lcant ro l
persona 1 lty.
was a power f u 1 one, paYing
a slgnl
e 'ln t h e
great national revolutions of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as it has
ever since.
means

0

In America, it led to the unique innov?tion of judicial review, one
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In his insightful article,

~~Sexual

Autonomy and the Constitutional Right to

Privacy: A Case Study in Human Rights and the Unwritten

Constitution~559 David

Richards has demonstrated that lithe meaning of constitutional provisions

necessarily rests on the background theory of human values that the Constitution
.
..
..560 H
. h ts aTe t h e necessary re fl·
assumes as Its
communIcatIve
context.uman
rIg
. ec t'Ions
of the underlying values of freedom and equality which the human personality, in
562

turn, manda tes.

Conceiving such a value sys tern as in the Cons ti tu tion "a l one

enables us to understand how it is that constitutional provisions have any meaning
at a11.,,563
Protecting the values of autonomous choice requires that the rights they
engender be weighed only against other people's rights.

Private {'rcoral" opinions

or particular preferences and prejudices propelled into positions of power may
not res tric t indi vidua 1 righ ts. 564

Righ ts trump u tilLtarian or majori tar ian

decisions;65 and, in the extreme, justify forms of resistance and disobedience. 566
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American citizens, according to their Constitution, are to be "let alone" to

plan and conduct their lives as they see fit, with those they love, obliged only
to respect the equal rights of others.
As Richards makes clear, thinking of people as having human rights meas
567
embracing two basic truths about human nature,
First, people have a capacity
for autonomy, defined as an ability and desire to arrange their lives and make
.
568
themselves.
Second, as such, individuals are entitled to equal concern and
respect in exercising -their capacities for chlbice and creation.

are unlike

People, in this,

animal~~9to some degree, they can choose to be other than they are; they

can plan a life.

b nature, unnatura 1 • ,,570 These h uman
In a sense, "h umaos are,y

capacities demand human rights.
Although not all capacities are identical, humans are all equal in
requiring respect for their capacities in order to live as humans.

have and deserve human rights.
life, love, and contribution for

571

Thus, all

We all share a desire to make basic choices of

ourselve~?2 Richards observes that most people,

particularly those not exposed to or enamored of philosophical discussions of
"identity", identify other people in l:'certain characteristic ways,,;73

through

their life choices--for instance, what work they do, who their friends are,
whether they have children, whether they are married.

Because such choices

define us as we make them, for others as well as for ourselves, they are crucially
important to all of us, equally.
John Rawls' analysis of the values in our constitutional system supports
Richards' thesis.

574

Rawls sees self-esteem, or one's sense of one's self and

one's ability to act in the world, as the "primary human good.,,575 His metaphorical
means of assuring a maximal fulfillment of each individual's primary good is to
envision an "original position" in which individuals come together to establish a
system in their interest.
he~

Rawls posits that each "contractor" is ignorant of

"sped fie iden ti ty", tha t is, .toe place she wi 11 occupy in the sode ty she helps

create.

It is thus to each person's advantage

to design a system whereby no
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particular position is disfavored, or, more specifically, where the worst position
is the best it could possibly be--the f amous

II'

. " .

maXlmln

strategy.

576

The ignorance of one' s specific identi ty "assures ••• neu trali ty by depriving
people of any basis for distorting their decisions (illegitimately) in favor of
.,
t f or the
. own, POSSl'bl y parae h'18 1 VISIon
t h elr
0 f the goo d l'f
1 e. ,,577 R
espec
.
diversity which results from individual pursuit of happiness and free choice
induces one to adopt an attitude of equal respect and protection.
as they are, susceptible to particular tastes, prejudices,
intolerance, however, it is not always enough.

People being

opini~n.,

and

For these people, Rawls' way

of picturing the issue may clarify ,the importance of neutrality,' of equal freedom.
Richards illuminates the connection between the constitutional right of
privacy and the Rawlsian, constitutional human rights conception generally.

578

Privacy fundamentally means leaving people free to live their version of "the
good life.",' Privacy means not letting the majority or religion or the government
decide for all what '.'the good life ll is.

Pri\~lJcy

means llintrinsic lirrJits on the

power of individuals and the state to violate the basic interests of the person,"
, the constitutionally protected human rights.

579

Shining through the Constitution is

a body of understandings that gives, a coherent meaning to,
the constitutional design. This meaning is the basic
constitutional commitment to the ultimate value of human
rights, the guarantee to persons of effective institutional
respect for their capacities, as free and rational beings,
to define the meaning of their own lives. 580

';: -

Defined like this, the human right to privacy makes "ultimate moral sense of
the consti tu tiona 1 design. ,,581
(2) Human Rights in the Constitution
"Those who won our independence believed that the final end of the State was
to make men free to develop their faculties •••• They valued liberty both as an end
and as a means.

They believed liberty to be the secret of happiness. ,,582

The

Founders viewed the grea tes t danger to freedom as being " ... fac tion ••• a number of
citizens, whether amounting to a majority or minority' of the

who~e,

who are united

and actuated by some common impulse of passion,cor of interest, adverse to the
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rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the
.
,,583
.1
communlty.
Despite their hostl ity to faction, however, they would not
sacrifice individual liberty to extinguish it.

584

Rather, they prized the freedom

of individuals and the inevi table lldiversi ty" and "different opinimns ll it produced. 585

Intrusion on rights, whether by a faction or of a faction, was unacceptable.
586
In fact, in the famous Federalist #51,
James Madison wrote:
In a free government the security for civil rights must be
the same as that- for religious rights. It consists in the
one case in the multiplicity of interests, and in the other
in the multiplicity of sects. The degree of security in both
cases will depend on the number of interests and sects. 587
For the Founders, multiplicity of interests, or sects, waS a good thing, not so
much because it reflected diversity, but because it preserved itl "since all
wanted to prevail, none of them should~588 Just as religious controversy is not
supposed to produce a winner;89an es tablished Chlll:bh, so the compe ti tion of in teres ts
was to prevent an entrenchment of anyone faction, its narrOw opini6gsjor desires
adverse to the rights of others or the public tood.

To the extent one appreciates

the depth and infinite potential of the human personality, diversity can also be
seen as valuable in itself, as its reflection.

At a minimum, however, and in-the

Founders' constitutional scheme, respect for diversity is what makes freedom possible
and prevents the wcompulsory unification of opinion~590
Thus, the governmen t' s proper role is in promoting, not narrow "morali ty",
but, rather, the diversity necessary to the free self-governance of autonomous
individuals, for the public good.

Government's legitimate paternalistic role is

in facilitating the "deliberate sense of the community" against any "sudden breeze
of passion" which might resul t in tyranny or a viola tion of human rights. 591
"When men exercise their reason

cool~y-

and 'freedy on a variety of distinct questions,

.
. bl e f a 11·lnto dOff
1
erent oplonl·ons on some of them.,,592
t h ey lnevlta

For the Founders,

government's role was as a vigorous agent of the public good, always distinguished
from private opinion, passion, or morality.

For this reason, judicial review, one

p.6!!
fea ture of the Cons ti tu tion, was speci fically in tended to curb "dangerous inn ova tions
in the government, and serious oppressions of the minor party in the community. ,,593
The Supreme Court has often reaffirmed this human rights vision, prohibiting
"officially disciplined unifotmity,,594 and declaring that "Freedom to differ is
. • f'lcant cases,
· . d to t h'l.ngs t h at d 0 not matter mue h • ,,595 In many slgnl
not 1 Imlte
the Eourt has held that the state cannot, for example, seek to "standardize its
• 598
c h 1'ld ren ,,596 or "f oster a h omogeneous people. ,,597 In Stanley v. Georg18,

t

he

Court pronounced it "wholly incons is ten t wi th the philosophy of the Firs t Amendment
for ~he state .to assert "the power to control men 1s minds" or lithe right to control

th e mora 1 content

0

f a person • s t h augh ts. ,,599

The Court has often seen the importance of a right to act on such free thoughts
as well, consistent with the rights of others.

Attacking attempts at public

enforcement of majoritarian tastes ungrounded in the Constitution, thecSupreme
Court has ruled:
Wi thou t dcpbt tau tonomY] denotes not mere ly freedom from bodi ly
restraint, but also the right of the individual to contract,
to engage in any of the common occupations of life, to acquire
useful knowledge, to marry, establish a home and bring up
children, to worship God according to the dictates of his own
conscience, and generally to enjoy those privileges long
recognized at common law as essential to the orderly pursuit
of happiness by free men.
600
Finally, in Smith v. Orgo.·of Foster

Families~Ol

the Supreme Court acknowledged

that such privacy rights, the freedom of the individual'against majoritarian
consensus or communi ty regu la tion, had their source in the basic liber ty in terest
protected by the Due Process Clause and in "intrinsic human rights" prior to the
Constitution.

602

B. The Foundation of Human Rights: Personality Theory and the Value of Diversity
(1) Freedom: Human Nature and Sexuality
As discussed~03 the idea of human rights rests on a theory and empirical
information about the human personality as having a valuable capacity for choice.
The vis ion of rndi viduali ty and the "inviola te personali ty" tha t follows, with its
implications of equal respect and autonomy, evolved over ume in Western history.604
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Greek political thought, for instance, the source of so much of our culture, lacked
the idea, "fundamental to the idea of human rights, that autonomy is a capacity of
all persons, aa such.,,605 Psychologically, the Greeks conceived of the human ego
as

frag~mented,

a passive battleground, and not as a developed actor choosing and

~uting its plans. 606 Their sense of equality suffered accordingly.607
Equality is as central as freedom to the idea of human rights. Human worth is
assessed, not according to the actual choices individuals make, or the conditions

in which they find themselves (i.e., poverty, oppression, slavery, disdain), but
according to their

~apacity

for autonomy as humans.

608

Thus, blacks, womeu t Jews,

gay people, and others, must be viewed as human--having the capacity for and
entitlement to"freedom--even before they are free.

They, too, therefore, have

human rights and are entitled to exercise them equally, consistent with the rights
of others.

609
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611
612.
As was true for Publ1US,
Rawls,
and Richards,
equal1ty is the

key to justice, the protection of all people's freedom to attain self-respect.
Through the work of Freud

613

614
and Roberto Unger,'

among' others, we acquire

615
an understanding of the self which senses itself as infinite and transcendent.
"Most ... of what is learned about man from a careful study of his nature and origins
tends to underline his diver~ity, usually at the expense of his social traditions.,,616
It is society, which Alfred Kinsey called. "the clustering tendency of living organisms", that tends to "resist diversity and to seek a relatively narrow
. ••• especial 1y 1n
. the emotion-laden matters of sex. ..617
un i f orm1ty

Empirfcal

evidence of the kind seen in Sections II and III above, for example, confirms
this impression.

618

Students of the human personality often are drawn to the significant aspects
of sexuality.

..
Unger exto 1s t h e .pr1macy

0

f t h e person ..619

and places great weight

on the cultural revolution of possibilities, particularly androgony and new avenues
for love and self discovery, in hopes of rendering the world less a prison.

620
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Cultural revolution asserts the "radical individuality" of the self and abolishes
restricting roles which confine the human plasticity Unger describes philosophically,
ontogenetically, phylogenetically and pshchologically,:_as well as through empirical
observa tion. 621
There are those who fear the impncations of a break with sexist and sexualist
strictures in favor of androgyny and heightened individual freedom.
Unger responds in two ways.

To them,

First, the "spiritual ambiguity of denaturalization",

the abolition of restraints on the individual justified as being "natural",does not
§ust threaten. our sense of values through relativism, but gives us a chance to
deepen them and find truer ones.

622

Second, the bubbling, irreducible infinity

of the individual's potential inevitably dooms any arbitrary structure-or confine,
particularly those wi th a misguided appeal to "na turalism". 623

This is for the

good, as such limited visions restrict the potential not only of those directly
oppressed, but of all.
Richards sees sexuality as casting light on the significance of human rights.
For him, sexuality is a fundamental experience through.waich, as an end in itself,
people define the meaning of their lives.
comes so close to the core of

expression:

hu~an

Sexuality is this important because it

rights values of personhood, love, and self-

624
(a) It is a means of transcendence, fantasy, release, and freedom,

a prime instance of the ability to be something else, to
·
component
1ove Can b e an lmportant

'
0fl
astlng

recas~

oneself. (b) Sexual

.
h'lpS.625 Few deClslons
. .
persona 1 re 1atlons

are more central to the shaping of one's life and self;' "the choice of one's
lover is one wi th one's Ii fe

~ dream t ."626 As Richards remarks, it is no coincidence

that such relationships are called "knowledge" in the Bible.
sexuality, we come to know others and ourselves.

627

Through love and

(c) Sexuality contributes to

and opens up the desire to participate with a beloved in the creation of one's
immortali ty, from children to "common pcojects" to inspired works.
"
extolled b y artists and poets a 1 lke
as the source

0

628

Love is

f t h elr
. creatlons.
.
629 Sexua I'1 t y

and love are thus at the heart of the meaning of life itself.
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Because they are so central to the «ndividual, so much a part of

~human

rights,

sexuality and love clearly must be the very kinds of values the privacy notion is
intended to reinforce and protect.

People's

infini~e

capacities do not necessarily

compel an agreement with the" utopian vision of some who have advocated that the
state supply sexual gratification to its citizens just as it should minimum
requirements of food and shelter.

630

The reality of, and respect for, the human

personality and its implications for freedom do require that all be allowed to
love as they must and choose.

631

Richards expresses it best: "Freedom to love

means that a mature individual must have autonomy to decide how or whether to
love another. ,,632
(2) Equality: Diversity

~

Tolerance

Applying the'·'maximin" arguments to love and sexuality supports the removal
of all but those barriers shown to be relevant and well-grounded in solid reasoning
and empirical justification.

633

Since self-respect is so important in the original

position, and sexuality" is so important to self-respect and fulfillment. there is
no reason to restrict arbitrarily, or on the grounds of majoritarian taste, each

individual's full freedom and opportunity to love.
634
res pee t ,
an d

t he

Free choice requires equal

· · ty we see 635
h uman d
1 verSl
'·: __ 80 d. call Id see 636.IS

t

h e resu 1 t.

The tendency of people to wish to limit others. and its self-perpetuating
limi t on everyone. however, often bring demands for government
and restrict the choices of others.

1:0

promote "morali ty"

Dislike of the unusual or the different adds

a "certain visceral force to [the "na turalistic" belief! in the rightness of majori ty
sentiment.,,637 In Wisconsin v. YOder~38 Chief Justice Burger held. for the Court,
that:

There can be no assumption that today's majority is 'right'
and the Amish and others like them are 'wrong'. A way of
life that is odd or even erratic but interferes with no
rights of interests of others is not to be condemned
because it is different.
639

Nevertheless, the promotion or regulation of public t1morality~' conceived as something

narrower than the Constitution's morality of human rights. is often put forward as
reason to curb individual choice or the freedoms of particular groups.

The case

p.69
made against samesex marriage, for instance, shows that this paternalistic taste
for unconstitutional interference in the name of morality is still alive and
dangerous.
C. Human Rights and Morality: The Obligations of Government
(1) Impermissible Government En f orcement

0

'EY

f ". Mora 1 ' "

The Constitution and respect for human rights require that the government
facilitate the freedom of individuals to make their own reasoned choices as to the
.
verSlon

0

f t h e good 11. f e they wis h
d
' ten t Wl. t h t h e ng
. h ts
to I
ea,
conS1S

0

f ot h ers. 640

This means that the state has no role to play in the promotion of morality in the
sense of imposing or encouraging a parochial vision of "natural II or "righteous"

conduct on citizens of different normative viewpoints~41 Society makes nonconforming
behavior difficult enough; there is a compelling need to protect individuals from
" t h e one entity tha t retains a monopoly OITer '
l
L€gi tima
te via ence-- the governmen t. ,.642
>

Nevertheless, in caseS barring samesex marriage

o~~upholding

prohibitions on

private consensual sex between adults of the same gender, the alleged state
in teres t in the "promotion of morali ty and decency" is always invoked.

643

The state's 8m&ition to "promote morality" is particularly suspect when it
comes to gay sexuali ty.
content

0

Here, its principal concern seems to be "to regulate the

f messages a bout sexua 1 pre f erence. ..644

As one court noted, "one

important aspect of the struggle for equal rights is to induce homosexual individuals
to'come out o~ the closet', acknowledge their sexual preferences, and to associate
with others in working for equal rights ...645

Since openly gay individuals bear the

direct brunt of sexualism in its impact on their jobs and material

~7ell-being,

the

government's refusal to legitimate samesex marriage and even its "selective

enforcement of (iaws against gay sex) lends credence to the notion that one of the
main policies being pursued is the suppression of expression ...646 The attack on
gay sexuality takes the form of an attack on the First Amendment, preventing the
self-identification in which a gay citizen has a double interest.

647

Government

promotion of morality, state speech, cannot be permitted to drown out individuals
exercising their constitutional human rights.

648
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The issue goes beyond speech and expression of ideas, however.

Modern

attempts to reform sexualist law have consistently provoked responses asserting
the "right" of society to impose a moral viewpoint on dissenting, nonconforming

individuals.

The most celebrated of these debates was the l)evlin_Hart6~9 controv~rsy

over the "Wolfenden Report~' 650, which urged the decriminalization of samesex
relations in the United Kingdom.

Devlin argued that morality is necessary for

society, and could be defined, like negligence, according to the "man in the street's"

sense of right ,and wrong.

Since the ordinary man presumably abominated,gay se*uality,

it most. therefore be "immoral" and c?uld legitimately be prohibited by the government.
As Richards points

out~52 such reasoning wrongly identifies morality with

conventional or prevailing social attitudes.

Not only do these vary over time,

653
as in the contrasting historical perspectives on gay love,
and from culture to
654
culture,
but they should further be open to change through moral criticism and
social reform.

"Adoption of this view would effectively turn the measure of

legally enforceable moral ideas into an interim victory of one set of contending
ideological forces over another. ,,655 Such an appeal to conventional

morality,

however, because it seems more objective than direct personal taste, is sometimes

attractive to judges seeking to impose "moral" limi t8 on behavior such as samesex
'
'
656
a ff ectlon
or re l
atlons.

Of course, such a heck1er's veto has no place in our

nonmajoritarian constitutional scheme of human rights protection.
Just how inappropriate this kind of moral regulation is can be clearly seen
from a survey of its sources.

culture has several roots,

The "mora l" abhorrence of gay sexuali ty in our

notably~57 sexism~58 sectarian religion, specific

historical developments in the evolution of the West, the urge toward enforced
confanni ty, fallacious reasoning and arguments about "na ture ll , and self-perpe tua ting

.
659 T0 a dd ress a f ew 0 f t h ese:
stereotypes an d stIgma.
(a) Many people with a self-described "moral" opposition to gay sex would
ascribe

.
t'h'
elr h osti l'Ity to re l'19lOUS
sources. 660

I n d ee,
d K'1usey cammen t e d on

the "considerable conformi ty between the Talmudic and Ca tholic codes and present

651
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. 1U d'109
day 1aw on sex, IDC

t he

1aws on h ornosexua 1
"
,,661 Boswe 11 has 5 h own,
actIvIty.

however, that interpretations of religious scriptures as being opposed to gay
sexuality are historically inaccurate.

662

Religion, particularly Christianity,

was the conduit, not the author, of "moral" attitudes and jUdgrnents~63 and was not
itlSelf inherently or peculiarly liable to antigay feelings or doctrines, apart
· ' f erotiClsm.
..
664 Peop 1e wh 0 act f
f rorn 1· ts genera1
ml~ '
trust..
romb
a I
e ie f tha t such
sexua1ism is mandated by their religion should reread their scriptures and church
history.

In any case, of course, individual religious creeds have no place in

a secular, nonestablishmentarian system soch as ours.

As Unger notes, "in the

of G0d .:,,665 Wh en It
• comes
. Bttaee
h d t 0 any mentIon
.
mod ern war Id , a h eavy cost IS
to tolerance and human rights, God knows God's·place.

666

(b) If religion was merely a vehicle for sexualist intolerance, antigay
attitudes must have had other causes.

Boswell describes the "devolution, especially

in the West, of a brilliant and complex civilization into a comparatively much less
advanced state

c

01-

organization and cu 1 ture. ,,667,
lhe

S

h'f
1. t to a ru.ral society

enhanced the importance of kinship and blood ties, and correspondingly reduced
668
the tolerance for unconventional sexual arrangements.
Such a development, of
course, perpetuates itself, as rural children see only one lifestyle and learn
. 1ar qua 1"ltles
1 lty. 669 Th e partlcu
on 1y one mora 1 POSSl'b'l'

0

f urb an l'f
1 e wh'lC h

reinforce tolerance are absent in a rural society?70 The rise to power of people
raised in such a repressive, sexualist atmosphere intensifies the repression, as
the law enters into the picture.

This closely conforms to the situation in which

we find ourselves today, as heirs to the sexua1ist patterns the past has set.
Another important historical cause of sexua1ism and antigay prejudice was
the "rise of corpora te

5

ta tes and ins ti tu tions wi th the power and desire to

,\ 6 71 Governments wh'Ie h can'
.
. 1y,_ persona 1 aspects 0 f h uman 11.. f e.
regu 1ate IncreaSIng

regulate religion or dissent can also attack people's personal lives and sexuality.
Historically, the "sedulous quest for intellectual and institutional uniformity

p.72

and corporatism~672 moral regulation, has been devastating to minorities, including
gay people.

When a government can dictate public morality, human rights are

jeopardized and usually curtailed.
(c) Another source of sexualist stigma has been arguments about "nature"
and the "unnaturalness" of "irrunoral ll

sexualities~73 Frequently~ all kinds of

674
animal images are summoned forth.
Most of them are so patently ludicraus that,
as Boswell, for example, suggests, they really must be considered after-the-fact
"
"f"lcatlons
" for sexua I"1St pr€Ju
"d'lee an d
"Its source.675 1S Incest
"
" natura 1"
JUStl
not

because animals have incest?

Is literacy lIunnatural" because we teach ourselves

to read, or because animals do not?
"natural"?

Animals are promiscuous, so is promiscuity

Does that mean it is moral?

The real problem with

Animals eat their young .... etc.

~'naturalistic"

arguments is that majoritarian opinions,

confirmed by the prejudices of others and apparent widespread conformity, take on
a mythic quality of sanctity.

Majority norms, inculcated in most from birth on,

appear "natural" rather than utilitarian ,and socially indoctrinated?76people
677
"f ee·
1 it"in t h"
"
i 1ar d"iscr imination
'
.
i s j Usti·
"f'ie d •
eir b ones "th at a given
partcu
In their minds, vox populi must be vox dei, with wOe to those expressing other
ideas or sentiments.

Modern society has rejected such Aristotlean teleological explanations andf
..
l
h
appea
s to'na ture in every oth er area b ut tat

0

f persona 1"mora I"1 ty If • 678 1 t

is time we disposed of them altogether, and time people stopped haVing to
justify their humanity because they are in some

w~ys

different.

679

Such sources illustrate the danger of substituting parochial opinions and
prejudices for moral vision and reason.

Indeed, the permissible content of

government promotion of morality is properly limited in our constitutional system.
Richards, for example, sees the state's moral enforcement role as constrained in

three ways:
(a) by the principle of mutual respect; treating others as we each
"" 1
would like to b e treate d un d er Slm1
ar "
clrcurnstances; 680

p.73
(b) by universalization: the consequences of universal aPPlication~~l
conforming to the equal protection principle and the human right
to equal respect; and
(c) by the nonreliance on impermissible or irrelevant criteria as
t he f

·
oun d atlon

0

f d'lscrlmlnatory
..
treatment. 682

The theme of these checks on government interference is again the human rights
appeal for freedom and equality.

Unlikepaternalistic,polities or perfectionistic

republics of virtue, our state is not supposed to make us good; it is intended to
let us be good, as we define good~830ur human rights leave it to each of us to
evolve our own conception of the good life.

The Constitution commands the

government to approach morali ty as did Tennessee \1illiams, ·declaring, "Nothing·
disgusts me, except what is violent or unkind.,,684
The state may only act in pursuit of the Constitution's moral vision.

Majority

distaste or discomfort is no basis for the abridgement of protected human rights.
As th e Supreme Court h e ld in 0 , Connor v. Dona ld son: 685
One might as well ask if the State, to void public unease,
could incarcerate all who,are physically unattractive or
socially eccentric. Mere public intolerance or animosity
cannot constitutionally justify the deprivation of a person's
physical liberty.
686
The same applies to a person's liberty in general, the individual's right to love
freely, unshackled by the fears and predilections of others.
"The privilege of living in a free and open society entails ••• some obligation
.
to tu> 1erate i d eas and mora 1 Ch Olces

. h
~t

.
,,68 7 Individua 1sand
wh'~ch one d lsagrees.

majorities cannot always have their views embodied in the law in a society placing
value on the freedom and dignity of each citizen.

At a very minimum, courts must

require a strong showing of serious and specific, actual harms, with solid empirical
evidence or sound logical reasoning, before acquiescing in the constriction of
individual choice.

As the Pennsylvania Supreme Court held in striking down the

p.74
state's prohibition on sarnesex sexual activities:

The police power should properly be exercised to protect
each individual's right to be free from interference in
defining and pursuing his own morality, but not "to enforce
a majority morality on persons whose conduct does not harm
others •••• Many issues that are considered to be matters of
morals are subject to debate, and no sufficient state interest
justifies legislation of norms simply because a particular
belief is followed by a number of people, or even a majority.
Indeed" what is considered to be 'moral' changes with the
times and is dependent upo~ societal background. Spiritual
leadership, not the government, has the responsibility for
striving to improve the morality of individuals.
688
(2) Permissible Government Enforcement of Morality
Govefnment is entitled to enforce the morality of the Constitution's human
rights vision, and to assure the conditions whi£h make it possible.

689

Thus, the

state is justified in taking collective social action against such afflictions as
hunger, deprivation, discrimination, and lack of education which impair the
development of human capacity and individual freedom.

The government has a

further obligation to ensure tha t the rights 'of all ci tizens are protected and
respected by all,690
Paternalism is also permissible in the rare cases where individuals'
irrationality prevents them from acting in a manner consistent with their own
interests.

As Richards observes, however, there are several limits on this kind

of paternalism.

First, the concept of irrationality employed must be consistent

with the constitutional conception of morality and human rightsj691 it must
accommodate the many visions of the good life within those bounds.

Second,

irrationality must be conceived as doing those actS which seriously frustrate
692

the actor's own ends.
693

of the actor,

The state must not substitute its own ends for the ends

however, nor interfere unless severe and permanent harm is likely.

The privacy right of the individual against

gover~~ent

interference is in part

a means of curbing that strong temptation to run other people's lives.

Individuals

are largely free to lead their own lives even if they do so "wrongly" in the eyes
of others.6"~
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Finally, the state may sometimes intervene to strike a balance where rights
are genuinely in competition on both sides of an issue, and where neither side
holds a "trumping" right.

Living in society means the peaceful resolution of

such legitimate disputes through reason and compromise.

Government is the agency

by which we achieve such results consistent with the rights of individuals, whose
freedom we cherish equally.

Vindicating human rights, making possible the

freedom and equality to achieve people's chosen ends, is the true moral purpose
of governmen t.

CONCLUSION
Constitutional human rights and the fundamental needs of each person compel
the recogni tion of samesex marriages as equal in legali ty and worth to those '
between men and women.

It is time that our society's attitudes toward sexuality

focus on the "quality of love, not the gender of the parties involved or the
biological function of their affection. ,,695 The interests of gay lovers in getting
married are the same as any others seeking marriage: an occasion to express their

sense of self and their commitment to another humanl

a

chance to establish and

plan a life together, partaking of the security, benefits, and reinforcement society
provides; and an opportunity to deepen themselves and touch immortality through
sexuality, transcendence, and love.

The reason samesex marriage is particularly essential to gay individuals is
perhaps precisely the reason it continues to be withheld: the importance it has
as an expression of their equal worth as

they~.

Marriage is a statement about

oneself to society, reflecting the central value of freedom, the aspiration to
" be master of the identity one creates 1n
. the war 1d. ,,696 As

TTl'b e 0

b serves, t h e

privacy right must protect the "freedom to have impact on others--to make the
'statement' implicit in a public identi ty ... central to any adequate conception of
the self. ,,697
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A meaningful definition of the right to privacy cannot be confined to
inward-directed affairs which only concern the individual.

Part of our individual

freedom necessarily affects others, in what we say about ourselves and what they
learn about us.

Indeed~

the tJgeneration of such consequences is essential to

,,,698
699
personhood as virtually everyone now experiences It.
.
In Coh en v .. Ca l'f
1 .t

the Supreme Court declared:
The constitutional right of free expression tplace~ the
decision as to what views shall be voiced largely into the
hands of each of us, in the hope that use of such freedom
will ultimately produce a more capable citizenry and more
perfect poli ty, and in the belief that no other approach
would comport with the premise of individual dignity and
choice upon which our political system rests.
700
Just as we all hold rights which trump the mere tastes and prejudices of those
who would suppress them, so, too, do gay individuals among us have human rights
to express their identities, their "innermost traits of being,,;Ol and their love
together, regardless of what others believe or fear.

702

Refusing people sames ex marriage denies them the

opportuni~y

to develop

their loving selves, and contributes to negative perceptions and feelings about
gay,'people.

703

Gay indivi'duals, like society as a whole, lose faith in their

ability to develop personal relationships and in their capacity to 10v~~4 The
resultamt alienation often takes on a political cast as well, as gay citizens on
' .
'
~'h'
h 705
some I eve 1 s reject
t h e SOcIety
W1l1C
rejects tern.

Deprived'of a stable shelter

706
perhaps even more essential to them than to those conforming to majority standards,

gay people often stand exposed and alone.

707

Thus, the refusal to recognize gay

marriage is not merely the withholding of one final blessing, but a global and
sometimes devastating blow to people striving to build lives for themselves in
society.

It need not, and should not, be this way.

The Constitution morally respects

the freedom of individuals to create, live, and love in the happiness they can
make for themselves in the world, consonant with the rights of others.

Marriage,

the social recognition and approbation of one such choice, is an institution of

p.77
708
much value to many.

People are born different, into different circumstances, but

are inherently equal in moral terms and in the eyes of the law, as our Constitution
confirms.

According this equality is perhaps most vital·when it comes to love,

th e great 1eve 1er,

· h
Wh lC

comes to eac h

0f

us not

Wh 0

11 Y bY Ch·
·
01ce 709 or d
eSlgn.

The choice we do and should have is what to make of what we are.

For gay women

and men, who also love, samesex marriage is a human aspiration, and a humap. right.

The Constitution and real morality demand its recoggition •. By freeing gay
individuals as our constitutional morality requires, we will more fully free our
710
ideas of love, and thus more fully free ourselves.

Evan Wolfson
April 1983
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NOTES

1 .. Sexualism is defined as discrimination or classification on the
basis of sexuality or sexual orientation, or as the oppression which
flows from such a categorization. A person who ,or society which,
classes people according to the gender of person to whom they are
attracted or whom they love, or narrowly confines the permissible
range of love choice, is sexualist. Sexualism as a term is preferable
to others such as "homophobic' (generally defined as anti-gay),
because it eschews the gay/nongay distinction and makes it clear
that greater sexual and emotional possibilities exist for all of us.
Sexualism, like racism, sexism, and religious bigotry, is a burden
and constraint for all people, not just those Who bear its brunt.
See, infr~, Part III at 44-50.
~: See ,generally, infra, Part III at 44-50 and III (c) at 56-59.

3. See, infra, Parts I(A), nCB), III. III(A), IIl(B) , III(C).
4. See, for example, infra, Parts II, II(B), III, III(B), and III(C).
There is also the consti tutlonc,l danger; in violating equal protection
for some on unacceptable grounds, we all become less seem"2. §.~;_,
for example, infra, pp. 62-63. Even more significantly, a privacy
right where the gove~nment can pick and choose is no privacy at all.
Autonomy needs respect in order to remain meaningful.
5. D.J.West, Homosexuality Reexaminedi(19,7). See, also, Rivera, ~Our
Straight-Laced Judges: The Legal Position of Homosexual Persons in
the United States", 30 Hastings L.J. 799, 801-2, and generally (1979)
(hereafter: Rivera). See, also, infra, Parts III, III(A), III(B), III(C).
\6. This article presupposes a general familiarity with the Supreme Court's
1

:t

handling of the privacy right, first formally acknowledged in

Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965). Excellent surveys
of the numerous articles written on privacy can be found in, inter .§ilia,
D. Richards "Sexual Autonomy and the Constitutional Right to Privacy",
\ 30 Hastings L.J., (1979)(hereafter: Richards); L. Tribe, American
'\Constitutional Law (1978), (hereafter: Tribe), and K. Karst, "The
~reedom of Intimate Association", 89 Yale L.J. 624 (1980)\hereafter:
'~arst)'_,Since Griswold, there have been well over fifty Supreme
~urt
cases involving marriage, family, and such privacy issues .
.,

p. 2

The Supreme Court's most comprehensive attempt at an Bxplanation of
its privacy doctrine came in Whalen v. Roe, 97 S.Ct. 869 (1977),
(privacy is more than the least common denominator of previous court
decisions; it is, in part, "an interest in independence in making
certain kinds of important decisions." at 876). Privacy must be seen
as a broad respect for human rights of autonomous choice, not mere
seclusion, sanctuary, or information control. See, infra, Part (C)at
({j
28-31, and Part IV. .
--~$-U-15'II!jt~~dvu.)+!
8. As Masters & Johnsol\ put it, "Sex is, after all, always a fact of life
and yet always more than just a fact of life." Homosexuality in Perspective p. VIII (1979). Sigmund Freud's work shows that "human sexuality)
rooted in the high degree of cortic....,al control of sexuality, serves
complex imaginative and symbolic purposes, and thus is extraordinarily
!~~.~1;;;'. rli- ~ 6
plastic and malleable." Richard~t 1001-2. See ,also, evidence from
anthropolmgy in C. Ford & F. Beach, Patterns of Sexual Behavior 199-267
(1951) (hereaftenFord & Beach). Dorothy Dinnerstein notes that "for
us, sensual experience is embedded in a highly developed mental life".
partaking of "the other". his sentient pre~nce, ours, history, and
time, etc. Human sexuality, thus "resonates ... with the massive orienting
passions that first take shape in pre~verbal, pre-rational human infancy."
More than just agreeable sensation, sexuality is"a manifestation of
the human delight in eXist~~re ... our erotic connections to the world.
D. Dinnerstein, The Mermaid and the Minotaur 14-15 (1976)(hereafter:
Dinnerstein). As such, sexuality is at the heart of those human rights
values enshrined in our Constitution.
f

9.
10.

See, infra, note 8; Ford and Beach, infra, note 8.
But privacy extends also to the nonsexual choices of individuals, as in
matters of personal appearance, use of artificial intoxicants and
stimulants, the right to die, and so on. See, Tribe supra note 6,
at 958-65 and Richards, supra note 6, at 1015n245. See, also Wilkinson
& White, "Constitutional Protection for Personal Lifestyles': 62 Cornell
L. Rev. 563 (1977).(hereafter: Wilkinson & White).

lll. The use of the word "gay" as opposed to "homosexual" or other such
familiar, if misleading, nomenclature,is deliberate. In this article, as
in other recent explorations of similar topics, gay is used to "describe
persons who are conscious of erotic preference for their own gender ...

p.]

principally self-assigned." BO,swell, supra note 7, at 4]. In other
words, gay implies an element of choice--not to be something, but to
recognize it and live it out. Nobody has a choice .whom to be attracted
to; the question is how we deal with what we are. Gay is thus a matter
of self-definitiD4) self-acceptance. In a larger sense, definition is.
what makes people gay. Thus, there is no such thing really as a "gay
minority"--that is, an isolable group of people necessarily Wholly
apart from the nongay majority. Rather, society clumps certain people
on one end of a sliding scale or continuum together and chooses to
isolate them. See, infra, Parts III, III(A). III(B), and III(C).
On the power and use of the "potent ... even ... necessary myth" of a
definite gay minority, see J. Katz, Gay/Lesbian Almanac (1983) and J.
D' Emilio, Sexual Politics, Sexual Communities: The Making of a Homo~"" ..~tf'''~f~.
sexual Minority in the United States (1983). This articleArefers to
gay people in "minority" terms. This is a reflection of our societal
classifications and consequent self-perceptions; it does not represent
an acceptance of the idea that those with pronounced attraction to,
affectational passion for, or sexual interest in, others of their gender
are somehow Wholly divorced from others in the community. For this
reason, this article eschews the term "homosexual" (an awful hy~l'fd
word in any cas~too prone to fixation on purely physical sexual aspects
of gay love). "Homosexual" arises out of a clinical perspective which
sought at first to transform the phenomenon of gay love into a mere
illness or disorder rather than a sin. See Katz, D'Emilio, or Boswell,
supra note
at 42-45.
The word gay itself has an interesting history beyond its longtime
use by gay people for self-identification. See Boswell, 43, 45-46,253.
But see, Rivera, p. 802n18. The word "faggot", Which " allegedly arose
from the bundles of sticks used to burn homosexual persons alive during
the middle ages,'" is clearly unac.ceptable.·· See , Rivera, p. 802n17.
Finally, nongay seems the appropriate counterpart in any such arbitrary
sexualist distinction. "ijeterosexual" is not suitable because of its
historic scientific implications, now largely discredited. See, infra,
Part III, III(A) at 44-52. The most common alternative" "straight~' is
unsatisfactory for its implications of superiority or healthiness. For its
first use, see, W. Shakespeare, Sonnet 121 discussed in R. Giroux, The
J
Book Known as Q (1982) . ("'I may be straight ... ")

y,

p.4
12. See, e.g., Richards, supra note 6, at 957-8. On the human rights constitutional vision1see,
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159.

The so-called "sodomy" laws.

story in the Bible,

~e~,

Also, JFL, supra note 21, at 628-29.
See, infra, 28-31, 44-59, 75-77.

For a more accurate interpretaion of the "Sodom"

Boswell, supra note t, at 92-98.

Also, D. Bailey, Homo-

sexuality and the Western Christioan Tradition, 1-28 (1955), and J. McNeill, The
Church and the Homosexual. 42-50 (1976).
160.

See, generally, H. Curry, and D. Cuffore, A Legal Guide .For Lesbian and Gay Couples,
9 (1980); Rivera, supra note 5, 949-55; PA, supra note 36, 211.

161.
162.

163.

Karst, supra note 6, at 648.
See, e.g., Baker v. Wade, .No.Ca-3-79-1434-R(N.D.Tex, filed 8/17/82); People v. Onofre,S]
NY2d 476, 415N.E.2d 936, 434NYS2d947(1980), cert den'd, 451US987(1981) Commonwealth v.
Bonadio, 490 PA 91, 415 A2d 47(1980), aU, striking down as unconstitutional, state prohibitions on samesex sexual activity; Stone v. Wainright, 478F2d390(5th Cir1973), But seE
Doe, supra note 133.
For empirical information indicating just how out of step the law is
live, see, infra, 31-44.

399),

~State

regulation

wi~h

the way people

As Justice Powell wrote in Zablocki, supra note 48, (concur at

of marriage

has included laws on incest, bigamy, and homosex-

uality, as well as various preconditions to marriage, such as blddd tests.

Likewise, a

showing of fault on the part of one of the partners traditionally has been a prerequisitE
to the di5So1ution of an unsuccessful union.

A 'compelling state purpose' inquiry would

cast doubt on the network of restrictions that the States have fashioned to govern
marriage and divorce.
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164.
165.

See, supra, notes 138-39.
See, e.g., Dinnerstein .supra

note 8, MacKinnon

on the use men have made of women in marriage.

supra note 57, generally,
See, further, L. Weitzman,

"Legal Regulation of Marriage", 62 Cal.L.Rev. 1169 (1974) (hereafter:l,eitzman),
and discussion, infra, Part II (B) at 40-43.
166.

See, e.g., Eisenstadt, supra note 89, (extending Griswold-like protection
Thus, benefits to people with children should be unrelated
. to marital status, but rather viewed asaid to the children.· The parents
~unmarrieds).

would thus be a vehicle of the state subsidies for recognized needs on the
part of, and arising out of the human rights of, the minor individual (a sort

of reverse Social Security entitlement for the young). This avoids the
penalizing of those choosing not to marry, forbidden by Eisenstadt.
167.

See, infra, Part III at 44-59.

168.

See, e.g., Dr. M. Hoffman, The Gay World 90-92 (1968); discussion infra, Part III.

169.

See, infra, 44-59, 75-77; Richards, supra note 6, 989.

170.

See, e.g., Mosley, supra note 66, 153, 154; Karst, supra note 6, at 684-5.

171.

Richards, supra note 6, at 996.

172.

See, jnfra, 68-74.

173.

Wilkinson and White, supra note 10, at 624.

174.

But see Wllkinson and White, ibid, disagreeing over extension of full equal ~
protection to gay people.
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See, infra, Part IV(A)(2) ..
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Ibid at 565.
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Ibid at 612.
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Wilkinson and White, supra note 10, at 611.
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Ibid at 572-3.
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Ibid at 572.
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Ibid at 568.
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Note, 174 supra. See, also, Yale, supra note 46, at 582
before such cases as Zablocki, supra note 48).

190.

Karst at 653, 664-65, see note 50, infra.

191.

Ibid at 653.

(writing, however,

192.°. Thus ,although he leans t?ward a value-oriented Due Process view, Karst, supra
note 6, acknowledges that privacy is something more, and even says Equal

Protection will also do.

Note 177, supra.

He is classed with the Due Process

"school" because he permits government regulation of "morality", implying a

misperception of how human-rights-based equal protection would prohibit such
"moral" interference. Karst needs a grounding which makes substantive due
process more than a subjective choice.
See, infra, Part IV. Karst is quite

close, however, (see p. 665, 658-59), and has done considerable work in
showing the o~rlap

of substantive values with equal protection.

See, e.g.,

Karst, "Equality as a Central Principle in the First Amendment," 43RChi.
L.Rev. 20 (1975).
193.

Tribe, supra note 6, at 892.

194.

Ibid at 888-89.

195.

Ibid at 889, (quoting Freund) .

196.

Karst, supra note 6.

197.

Ibid at 628,684-85.

198.

Ibid at 628.

199.

Thus Karst, ibid, at 684, criticizes the states' marriage restrictions for
"denying any comparable status to homosexuals", but then permits some moral
content regulation~ on a balance that~ even with his flfreedom of intimate

association" addition, see Karst at 627, 690-92,. gives too short shrift to
the full human rights values of autonomy (see Part IV). Karst thus falls
short of the full protection mandated by our constitutional rights. Supra,
note 192.
200.

tt,.wl

But see ana1ysisl.amplification through empirical awareness, Parts II and III,
and expanded constitutional visions~ such as that of Richards, supra note
discussed in Part IV, and personality theory~ such as Roberto Unger1s,

infra, 65-68.
20l.

Karst~

supra note 6, at 630.

See, Parts II, III, IV, infra.

202.

Ibid at 630-3l. See, infra,

203.

Ibid at 632-34. See,infra, Parts II, III, IV.

204.

Ibid at 634-35.

Parts~

II, III, IV.

See infra, Parts II,III,IV.

6~

205.

Ibid at 635-36: Goffman, The Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life 77-105
(1959); Weitzman, supra note 165, infra, Parts II.III.IV.

206.

Thus, he agrees, minimally, that perhaps the freedom of intimate association
cannot Y1 c l a im a full share in the 'firstness of the First 1unendment''', Karst,
supra note 6, at 656. But see, Tribe, supra note 6, at 577-79, (arguing for
expression as value in itself, rejecting the "Meiklejohn" instrumental view

of the First Amendment).
207.

Karst, supra note 6,realizes this sometimes (see p.626 n.8), but then backs
away perhaps from fear of drawing a line that would entrench a substantive
moral vision in the constitution.
(For example, consider his discussion

of the First Amendment values, alternately strong, pp. 684-85, and weak, pp.
654-56). This leaves him tolerating government regulation of morality on the
basis of majoritarian value choice and exposes his own (correct) moral vision
on its equal protection flank. Thus, for example, gay people lose their
deserved and constitutional human rights protection to majoritarian prejudice

under the guise of government promotion of morailty.
pp. 69-74.

See Part IV, particularly

208.

Karst, supra note 6, at 690. Then how do we draw a line? See, note 207, supra.
Why is his freedom of intimate association significant, then, short of full-scale
constitutional validation (which it has, despite his reluctance; see Part IV).

209.

Ibid, at 690-91.

210.

See note 207, supra, and Part IV, esp. 69-74.

Similarly, Roberto Unger

critiques the work of Tribe, supra note 6, for inadequate justification for
his DtherWise valid "substitue metarules", or substantive human rights values.

R. Unger, Lectures at Harvard Law School on Jurisprudence (Jan. 1982),
211.

Tribe, supra note 6, at 980.

212.

Ibid at 983 (emphasis deleted).

213.

L. Tribe, "Toward a Metatheory of Free Speech", 10 S.W.U.L-Rev. 237,241 (1978).

214.

See Parts III and IV.

215.

Like Karst, Tribe, supra note 6 at 896, recognizes this somewhat, and yet
fails to explain how the Constitution favors these human rights values.
Accordingly, he, too, permits inappropriate government "promotion of morality",
including, most disappointingly, such erroneous cases as Belle Terre v.

Boraas, 416 USI (1974). See Tribe, 988-990, this is not a straight "morality"
argument of the impermissable kind (see, infra, 69-74); to the extent it can
be read as attempting a balance between competing rights rather than between
individual right and majoritarian tastes, (see, infra, 74-75), Tribe's
approach has constitutional merit. All that is missing, then, is a coherent
emphasis of values and their constitutional sources, as in Richards, supra

note 6; see Part IV at 59-69.
216.

Tribe, supra note 6, at 989.

217.

Karst, supra note 6, at 692.

I
218.

Originally suggested in 1965, before Baker, supra note 35, in J. Goldstein
and J. Katy, The Family and the Law 9n.1. See, also, Yale supra note 46
at 588-89, and PA, supra note 36, at 213. Whatever happened to the principle
evoked in "Separate. educational far:~.1 ities are inherently unequal," Brown

v. Board of Education 347 US 483 495 0954)~ "Separate, b~t equal", as in
quasi-marital status "generates a feeling of inferiority as to their status in

the cOlIlIllUnity that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to
be undone." Id at 494. The same holds true for gay lovers seeking marriage,
more than the sum of its material parts.

219.

The problem with such arrangements has been the traditional reluctance of
courts to recognize and enforce such private agreements.

See e.g. Doe v.

Doe, 365 Mass 556, 314·NE2d.128(1974) (refusing to interfere with intramarital arrangements).

1266-78.

As Weitzman suggests, supra note 165, this is changing.

For nonmarried couples, i.e., gay lovers, the problem has been

getting the court to ignore the "meretricious" aspect of any agreement.
Rivera,
supra note 5, at 904-05; J. Sonenblick, The Legality of Love 35, 130 (1981)

(suggesting that couples create arbitration panels as well to avoid the need
for judicial recourse). On the advantages of partnership agreements over
cohabitation contracts, ibid at 130, and Weitzman, supra note 165, at 1249~
1266 (proposing "Uniform Conjugal Partnership Act at 1256). See, generally,
Legal Guide, supra, note 160. See, also, note 385, infra. - 220 .. 18 Cal 3d 660, 557 P2d 106, 134 Cal. Rptr. 815 (1976) (parties to a nonmarital
relationship may enforce express or implied property division agreement). See,
discussion, Rivera, supra note 5, at 901-05; Legal Guide, supra note 160, a~
12-24. Marvin has been applied by at least one court to a lesbian couple. The
Advocate at 12 (7.12/78), but see Rivera at 901 (doubting reach of Marvin).-221.

Rivera, supra note 5, at 904.

See pending cases in California courts (gay

lovers suing state agencies for various marital benefits for their lovers on

equal protection grounds); The Advocate #364 (3/31/83) at 54-55, #356 (10/22/82)
at 11-12. San Fransisco is currently embroiled in a flap over a "Domestic
Partners" bill, passed by the City Board of Supervisors, vetoed by the Mayor.
222.

"Bill 86" adopted 12/18/82. See, Advocate /I 364 at 10 0/31/83). \>lith such
a measure, Quebec goes beyond its present policy of nondiscrimination on the
basis of sexuality to a de facto recognition of samesex marriage-like
relationships.

223.

And even less satisfactory ones as the adoption of one gay lover by another
(sometimes even the younger one). See, e.g., In Re Adult Anonymous II,
45 N.Y.S. 2d 198, 8 Fam. L. Rptr. 2576 (N.Y. App. Div. 1982). Marriage would
clearly be preferable (as well as just); for one reason, not the least important,
marriages can be dissolved; adoption is forevera

224.

Rivera, supra, note 5, at 9049 Yale, supra note 46.

225.

PA., supra, note 36, at 213.

226.

Ibid.

227.

Aside from the inherent problems of "separate but equal" and its inadequacy
as regards human rights (see note 218, supra), the quasi-mari~el status has
other flaws. Consider the willingness of its proponents to accept a "rebuttable presumption" against gay couples seeking to adopt. PA., supra note
36, at 214-15, 215n.138. The stigma continues.

228.

See, e.g., Karst,

229.

Note 218, supra; also, Karst, ibi~, at 663-64. Loving, supra note 40,
should prohibit this kind of stigma and restriction.

230.

Karst, supra note 6, at 666-67.

231.

For example, Doe, supra note 133.

232.

Richards, supra note 6, generally.

233.

Whalen v. Roe, 97 S. Ct. 869, 876 (1977).

234.

Ibid.

235.

Wilkinson and White, supra note 10, at 567.

236:

Ibid'.: This is true even 'despite its frequent, indeed _usual, deference to ,the
states. Sosna v. IOHa, 419 U.S. 393 (1975).

237.

Karst, supra note 6, citing R. Woodward and S. Armstrong, The Brethren 238-40,
413-14, (1979). See, also Doe, supra note 133, in which the Court's summary

supr~

note 6, at 634.

See, discussion, supra, esp. 21-26.

See, Part IV, 59-69.

affirmance has mystified commentators (e.g. Tribe, supra note 6, at 943,

943n6) and even seemingly, the Court itself. See, Carey v. Pop. Services.
Int'l, 431 U.S. 678, 694 n. 17 (1977) (saying the consensual adult sex issue
is still unresolved.),
238.

See, infra, Parts II and III.

239.

Note 133, 237 supra.

240.

Rivera, sup~a note 5, at 945. Perhaps even more than that, the Virginia
statute said nothing about marriage either.

241.

Note 59, supra at 1204, which, in the words of the Doe dissent, eliminates
lithe legal viability of a marital-nonmarital distinction in private sexual acts. 1t

242.

Doe, supra note 133 at 1202.

243.

Rivera, supra note 5, at 883.

244.

Ibid at 945.

245.

The Doe court also ignored Eisenstadt, supra note 241, Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113
(1973) (extending Griswold and Eisenstadt privacy to cover abortion decisions),
Stanley v. Ga., 394 U.S. 557 (1964) (privacy protects possession of unlawful
obs,cenity in the home), and so on, all of which significantly expanded on the
imprecise nature of privacy suggested in Griswold, reflecting the primary
value given to individual autonomy in the Constitution. See Part IV at 59-69.

246.

Doe (dissent) supra note 133 at 1204-05.

247.

Ibid at 1203.

248.

Ibid. at 1204-05.

249.

Ibid

at 1203-04.

250.

Ibid. at 1205.

251.

See note 237, supra.

252.

"Doe is deeply, morally wrong." Richards, supra note 6 at 1017.

253.

Karst, supra note 6 at 663.

254.

As Tribe, supra note 6, does on p. 904.

255.

See, R. Unger,"The Critical Legal Studies Movement", 96 Harv. L. Rev. 563,
602-615 (1983) urging an expanded conception of, and role for, Equal Protection.

256.

Richards, supra note 6, at 1013.

257.

Karst, supra note 6, at 655.

258.

See, infra, Parts III, IV; also consider the nature of marriage itself, an
expression of commitment. How does one separate out values like these at

the core?
259.

See Part IV.

See note 259, infra.

For those bearing the brunt of sexualism, the two are often identical.

As

Karst, supra note- 6, at 654, observes, coming out of the closet is "a

statement of great personal importance and may also be a political act." Thus,
the First Amendment is held to "protect a rich variety of expressional modes."
Tribe, supra note 6 at 579. See, supra, note 153. It is no coincidence
that these values, so intertwined constitutionally, are at the heart of the
matter for samesex marriage.

260.
261.

CBS v. Democratic National Convention, 412 U.S. 94, 145 (1973) (Stewart concurring).
See empirical discussions 31-44, 44-59. "What's wrong with the worId from
Arnold's perspective, is that it doesn't seem to include an Arnold in its

schema ... When the play ends, Arnold does know who he is, and so does the
audience. He's a human being, and he wants what most human beings want: a
partner, a family, shelter."

, Cantwell, "The Sexual Masquerade" New York

Times § 2 at 1 (1/16/83) (discussing Harvey Fierstein's Torch Song Trilogy, a
current play about Arnold Beckoff, a gay man~
262.

To the extent government should show joy at all.

See, infra, Part IV(C).

263.

Karst, supra note 6, at 659-60. See, generally, R. Kluger's inspiring
Simple Justice (1975). Gay people-"traditionally have faced many of the same
problems as blacks, chicanos, women, and other groups who were denied equality

of opportunity~ V. Bullough, Homosexuality: A History 64-65 (1979) (hereafter:
Bullough) .
264.

Karst, ibid.

As Bullough, ibid, notes, one reform movement tends to beget

another:--Thus, the Ninet~enth Century's abolition movement gave impetus to
the women's suffrage push. This galvanized women into Prohibition and similar
moral crusades and reforms collapsed into the "Progressive: Era" of American

History. The 1960's civil rights movement blossomed into broader liberation
struggles against sexism and sexualism. See, infra, Part II at 31-33, 40-44,
and 44-50, 56-59.
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265.

~

Cultural revalution is the change and reduction of arbitrary confines on

the individual in the sphere of personal relations and society, as opposed to
the state level. See Unger, supra note 225, at 671. Cultural revolution
is the reform of the texture of elementary relations bebween individuals.

Unger, Lectures on Jurisprudence (Harvard Law School, January, 1982).
266.

Simple Justice note 263, supra.

267.

See 31-44, infra.

268.

Tribe, supra note 6, at 898.

269.

See Weitzman, supra note 165, at 1191- 1235; infra pp. 31-44.

270.

Ibid, generally.

271.

Ibid at 1235-36.

272.

Ibid.

273.

Note 40, supra.

274.

Ibid; see also, notes 41; 58 supra, and accompanying text.

275.

Wilkinson and White, supra note 10, at 574.

276.

Weitzman, supra note 165, at 1228-29 describes the de facto development in
America of a dual system of marital regulation: penal/political for the
poor, civil/less-penal for the middle class. This inequity arises out of the
inappropriate judicial attempt to cling to prejudices and preconceptions
about how people live and should· live, in defiance of changing patterns and
diversity in real life.

277.

Aside from gay lovers, these can include illegitimate children, Mormons,
minority group members~ the poor, etc. ~ Wilkinson and White, supra 10
at 568-69.

278.

See Eisenstadt, supra note 59.

Tribe, supra note 6, at 974, and Karst, ibid,,·

~638, both note that the right not to associate is part of any meaningful

freedom of association. As Karst points out, although freedom to leave
(divorce) may reduce the value of the choice to get married, it enhances the
decision to remain.
In any cas.e, for whatever reason, at least ten: percent
of today's young adults will choose never to marry, a 100% increase over

the rate of the 1970's.

"Death of the Family"Newsweek at 26 (1/17/83).

279.
280.

See, infra, pp. 31-40, and esp. 40-43.

281.

Wilkinson and White, supra note 10, at 623.

282.

See, e.g. Weitzman, supra note 165, at 1242; also, Part II(A), infra, at 33-34.

283.

For example, what Karst, supra note 6 at 647 describes as "incongruities between
associated status and associational values". ~arried but not living together}

living together but not married. ")

See
.,,- infra, pp. 31-44 .

284.

Heymann and Barzelay, "The Forest and the Trees: Roe v. Wade and its Critics",
53 B.U. L. Rev. 765, 772-73 (1973).

285.

W. Goode, The Famjly 2-3 (1964).

286.

This is what Tribe, supra note 10, at '/898, describes as the Jlancient paradox

of liberalism: to destroy the authority of intermediate communities and
groups in the name of freeing their members from domination destroys the

only buffer between the individual and the state, and risks enslaving the
individual to the state's potential tyranny." Worse than a mere "paradox",
it is in fact a t1dilenuna" because of the countervailing ·"risk that individuals will remain at the mercy of heirarchial and subjugating social
structures. tf

Of course, the object here is not the destruction of "the

family", but the recognition of familial diversity.

Rhetoric and prejudice

should no longer cloud the issue and eclipse the human rights of real people
suffering from sexism and sexualism, which the state surely must combat.

287.

Karst, supra note 6, at 647.

288.

Richards, supra note 6 at 994. Also Unger, Lectures on Jurisprudence
(Harvard Law School, January 1982) (on the good at stake in love and cultural
revolution);R. Unger, Passion (unpublished MS.). See, Plato, Symposium in
The Collected Dialogues pp. 559-60 (E. Hamilton and H. Cairns, ed. 1961).

289.

Griswold, supra note 39, at 486.

290.

Note, Same-Sex Marriage, 15 Tulsa.L.Rev. 141 (1975).

291.

GLAD brief, supra note 93, at 8.

292.

JFL, supra note 21, at 6l9n. 46.

293.

See note 38, 41 supra, and accompanying text. In Jones v. Hallahan, supra
note 35 at 589, the court said that two lesbian women were not prevented from
marrying by the gender-neutral state laws, but "rather by their own incapability
of entering into a marriage as that term is definede 11

294.

Ibid.

295.

See e.g., Boswell, supra note 7, at 26.

296.

Ibid, see also, D. Hunt, Parents and Children in History 57-75 (1970) for
a somewhat different, though corroborating, look at another culture and period.

297.

See, e.g., Baker, supra note 10.

298.

Boswell, supra note 7, at 26.

299.

Foreword, Masters and Johnson, supra note 8, at V.

300.

Wilkinson and White, supra note 10 at 566.

301.

Ibid.

302.

Ibid. Three percent (1.9 million) of American households are made up of "persons
of the opposite sex sharing living quarters." See Newsweek, Supra note 278 at 27.

303.

See, e.g., "Common Law Marriage and Unmarried Cohabitation: An Old
"--'
Solution to a New Problem", 39 U.Pitt.L.Rev. 579 (1978)

304.

Weitzman, supra note 165, at 1200.

305.

Bell, "Let' s Get Rid of Families!", Newsweek at 19 (5/9/77)

Because of

urbanization and industrialization, past social patterns shifted from kinship
to nuclear family arrangements; today, however .experts disagree on the degree

to which American life resembles each model.
group studied.

Much depends on the class and

See Winch, "Some Observations on Extended Famialism in the U.. S.1I

in Selected Studies in Marriage and the Family 127 (R. Winch and L. Goodman,
eds. 1968).
.
306.

Karst, supra note 6, at 650.

307.

Ibid.

308.

Described in Part I, and Part IV; 65-77.

309.

Weitzman, supra note 165, at 1171.

310.

This section, calling for the elimination of certain outmoded legal assumptions impennissably based on stereotypes and "moral" prejudice, follows

closely the format used by Weitzman, supra note 165, at 1197-1236.
311.

Ibid at 1200-1203.

312.

Ibid at 1201; See, also, Boswell, supra note 7 at 114 on Jesus' values
(relatively indifferently to sexuality compared to emphasis on wealth or
demonic possession, no mention of gay love, focus on fidelity rather than
procreation or childrearing, no divorce, advocacy of celibacy.)

313.

"Divorce today is accomplishing some of the reshuffling of marriages which
only a few years ago occurred through death ... Apparently, longevity has now
exposed the fact that the human race has never been mature enough for early

marriages, a fact which used to be obscured by early deaths." L.Kubie,
"Psychoanalysis and Harriage" in Neurotic Interaction in Marriage 12(V. Eisenstein ed. 1956) quoted in Weitzman, supra note 165, at 121On.187. See also
J. Bernard, "Infidelity: Some Moral and Socail Issues ll in Renovating

Marria e: Toward New Sexual Lifestyles 75-76. (R. Libby and R. Whitehurst eds,
1973) (The trend today) seems to. be in the direction of exclusivity at the
expense of permanence in the younger years, but permanence at the expense of

exclusivity in the later years"). See Weitman at 1200-10; Newsweek, supra
note 278, at27 for more recent statistics.
314.

"trl

Weitzman" supra note 165,. at 1204-05 on "serial family formation"
here is
an awareness now that marriage doesn't have to have a permanence if it
isn't working out according to the desires and expectations of the people
involved.
It can be ended and reentered". A. Norton of the Census Bureau in

Newsweek, supra note 278, at 26.
315.

Weitzman, ibid, at 1204.

316.

Ibid, at 1206.

See also M.Bane, Here to Stay (1976).

317.

Boswell, supra note 7, at 126. "Sexual, (as opposed to romantic) issues for
Romans were primarily proprietary .....l i at 62rt.4 Saint Thomas Aquinas
placed supreme value not even on reproduction, but on "the legitimacy of the
offspring fl as the "chief good of marriage". Id at 165.

318.

Note 146, supra.

319.

See, e.g. Weitzman, supra note 165, at 1211.

It also may have been the source,

surprisingly, of "age of consent" notions in this area, rather than the modern

view which sees meaningful individual choice and a human rights vision as
requiring mature consent.
Id at 1212. This is another reason to move to
a broader view of marriage based on an appreciation of people as people
and marriage as their choice, rather than instruments of procreation under
an archaic "moral" code.

320.

E.g., Griswold, supra note 39 (contraception); Levy v. Louisiana, 391 U.S.
68 (1967) (illegitimacy); Eisenstadt, supra note 59 (marriage/nonmarriage), etc.
Even the ,limited constitutional vision of the Supreme Court has required that
we ignore many of the theological injunctions (i.e. against divorce, barren
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note 135, pp. 76-86,92; also, infra, p. 51.

452.

See, e.g., Tripp, ibid, pp. 77-80.

Supra, note 405, 448 and accompanying text.

453.

Tripp, ibid, p. 92, but he wrote before the latest major studies--particularly,
Masters and Johnson, supra note 8, Bell and Weinbe~ supra note 119, and Wein~erg,
Bell, Hammer~ith, supra nqe 447.

454.

Tripp, ibid.

..". "",,,,'" f1, ",t.

It is still a mystery, often an epiphany, butJ,on
, seeing our first love

we Were "stunned perhaps that knowledge <;ould come so quickly ... one desired truth
one truthed desired ••• one ..• wanted so sharply" J. Fowles, The Ebony Tower 89. (117'1)
455.

Tripp, ibid, p. 93.

456.

Whether through categories, (see notes 11, 394 and accompanying text and pp. 44-50 supra,
or in other ways (e.g., DinnersttA,n, supra note 8, pp. 30-31).

457.

Plato, Symposium, 191E-192D(Aristophanes sees current human conditions as a
fall from androgony; see, supra, discussion, pp. 41-43)

See, supra, pp. 65-69.

458.

Globe interview, supra note 405, p. 15.

459.

Weinberg in Globe interview, suprq note 405; see, also note 453, supra.
thus reject the fear of proselytization or corruption
antigay discrimination.

not of this kind.

ofte~

Experts

lurking behind much

The influence teachers, for example, have on children is

Weinberg observes, "People don t t believe tha t a <;hild is heterosexual

because the tea<;her is.

Do they believe a <;hild in a

celibate because the nunS are? II

Id. at 16.

Catholi<;~~4~01

will become

Kinsey, supra natk 4oi~ too, considered

:d

r\:

\

3'1
the "child seduction" fear devoid of legitimacy.

Tripp, supra note 135, p. 91.

Nevertheless, the prejudices"continue, and are deliberately exploited by those who
benefit from sexualism and the convenience of the gay political whipping

hoy.

See,

the discussion of the sexualist or "homophobic double standard: in the controversy
over NAMBLA (the North American Man-Boy Love Assoc.) in The Advocate #363 pp. 10-13
(3/17/83).

Consider the outcry over the sensationalized and false accusations

against NAMBLA versus the silence over the man-girl affair depicted in Woody
Allen's Manhattan, for instance, or the fact that much more sexual abuse occurs

against young girls by nongay men than ever between saffiesex partners.

Id. See also

Boswell, supra note 7, at 28-28; Tripp, supra note 135, at 166 (discussing" thralldom"
of an older man to a younger beloved); and text, supra, p. 19.
460.

Tribe, supra note 6, p. 945, but he also wrote before the recent major studies,
supra note 453 (most of which confirm his impression).

He may also have been familiar

with corroborating anthropological evidence, ~, e.g., Ford and Beach, supra note

Cf., Masters & Johnson, supra note 8, who reject the idea of a particular

447.

predisposition in favor of an undirected sexual potential.

Tripp supra note 135

1J

p. 20 describes this focusing in" "lear-ning" theory of sexual orientation by noting

that 'vhat started out as a general sexual response to fire engines and cataclysmic
events may wind up with its entire investment focused for an instant on the way

the light falls into the dimple on somebody's cheek." (Le., "each individual
gradually loses his initial diverSity of response as his sexual interests become
ever more narrowed downG,hroUgh sOcializatioEJ to specific channels of expressioii) Id .. ;//
But see, note 453, supra.
461.

I~ibe,

supra note 6, at 945.

Numerous studies confirm this, in addition to those

discussed supra, See A. Karlen, Sexuality and Homosexuality, 572-606. and others
cited in PA, supra note 36, at 206.

Weinberg observes that gay individuals "are

relatively impervious to change or modification by outside influences.
probably make

f~r

more sense to

recognize

it

~amesex attracti~as a

It would
basic com-

•
ponent of a person's identitYfnd to help the client develop more posttive
feelings
\bout, and respect for, his or her sexual proclivities."

'te 405, at 16.
p, supra note 135, at 36.

Globe interview, supra

464.

"There's absolutely no evidence that th.e family plays any role in the development
of sexual orientation."

465.

Weinberg-, quoted in Globe: interview, supra note 405, at 15.

Leading to reflections like these: "I might try to explain.
explain.

Giovanni tried to

I might ask to be forgiven, if I could name and face my crime, if there

were anything or anybody anywhere with the power to forgive.
if I were able to
guilt.

feel guilty.

No.

It would help

But the end of innocence is also the end of

No matter how it seems, now, I must confess:

think that I will ever love- anyone like that again."

148 (1956)(an early modern gay love tragedy).

I loved him.

I do not

J. Baldwin, Giovanni's Room

An earlier author put it similarly:

"It is not you who teach the age but the age which instructs you .•. God made our
natures full of love; Nature teacheS us what God taught her ...What we are is a

• made me love."
crime, if it is a crime to love, for the God who made me l<fve
(1046-1130) quoted in Boswell, supra nOte 7, at 247.
466.

See,

als~

Baudri

note 709, infra.

As distinguished from arguments that gay people are dangerous(usually reduced when
pressed to the contention that they are "immoral" and cause "creeping social decline".

See, for example, pp. 69-74, supra, but see note 459, supra.

On some speculative

broad social effects of gay sexuality, see Tripp, supra note 135 p. 286 (suggesting
that it reduces aggression at close and distant range while increasing intramural
aggression between males at medium distance).
467.

------

468.

In two ways.

Infra, Part IV.
Gay people seen as violating

love females and females, males.

some kind of rule that males can only

The stereotypes or "sociosexual expectaions"

hold women and men totally different.

Bell & weinberg, supra note 119, at 81.

This leads to another misconception, that gay people must therefore be either"effeminate"{men) or over "masculine" (women) since people are only attracted to op-

posites.

This, of course, is false logic based On false premises.

and infra, pp. 52-59.

See, supra, pp 44-50

Since only those gay people who fit the stereotype--Le.,

"effeminate" men--register on the public consciousness and are most played up by

the media (to make the shorthand reference to their gay sexuality), the prejudice
is perpetuated.

See, e.g., infra, pp 54-59, and Tripp, supra note 135, p. 8.

469.

Infra, pp. 54-56.

470.

Totally unfounded.

See, supra, notes 459, and text. pp. 19.

l/./
471.

Because society structures the visible outlets for gay sexuality, denying security
to steady relationships and recognition to samesex marriage, while tolerating casual
sex and relatively impersonal physical encounters, the main aspect of samesex
relations it then sees and registers.

and, infra, pp. 54-59.

See, supra, note 468 and accompanying text

St. John Chrysostom noted that St. Paul did not condemn

people who "had fallen in love and were drawn to each other-bY passion Tl , but
only those who "burned in their lust toward one another. n

Boswell , __ supra

!!ote 7, at 117, declaring that "Enduring love between persons of the same gender
albeit erotic, may have seemed a quite different matter. l1

Of course gay

sexuality is erotic, but it is also emotional, romantic, compassionate,

int~llectual,

and as multifaceted as love between people can be.

472.

Bell & Weinberg, supra note 119, pp. 24-5.

473.

Ibid, ,pp. 24-25, 81-82.

474.

Tripp, supra note 135, p. 170.

475.

Ibid, p. 8.

476.

Ibid, pp. 134-140 (describing typical "denial-umbrellas")

477.

Dan Bradley, the highest federal officiat,~'American history to declare publicly that

See, also pp. 54-56, infra.

he is gay, quoted in "Closets of Power", supra note 76, at 35.
"At least I don't have to lie anymore.
can ever know what a blessing that is."

478.

As Bradley puts it now,

Nobody who hasn' t comeput of the closet
Id.

Aside from the familiar l sometimes speculative lists of gay geniuses and celebrities
from every walk of life, see Tripp, supra note 135, p. 2

479.

~,

480.

Not

pp. 140-143.

overnight~

however.

"People who have been stigmatized as deviant all of their
,,,\\

lives do not immediately get oVer it even though society becomes more tolerant ..
Bullough, supra note 263, p. 150-52.

481

Tripp, supra note 135, p. 80.

482.

Kantrowitz, supra note 388, p. 26.

(JJ
< -

483.

Boswell, supra note 7, p. 27.

484.

D. Vining, "Cruising", in The Advocate II 364 p. 16 0/31/83). Nor is "anonymous"
sex necessarily impersonal.

Even casual "tricks" can be very talkative; gay

people are sometimes livery much interested in our tricks as individuals even if we
don't plan to see them again." rd .. See, also, Tearoom Trade~ supra note 414;

Tripp, supra note 135, p. 151.

485.

Ibid, see, also, Kantrowitz, supra note 388, at 56 (!l sex with many partners may be
dangerous, but it isn't bad.

Exclusive sex with one person may be less risky, but

it isn't more moral."); Cf, supra, pp. 38-39.

486.

Supra, pp. 38-39.

"There is no indication that homosexual promiscuity is any

greater than its heterosexual equivalent would be r;;r now

'--

i~i

--'

in the face of

equal opportunity." Tripp, supra note 135, at 151.

487.

Tripp, supra note 135, p. 154.
supra note 119, noting that

This is borne out by Bell and Weinberg's study,
only one-third of the homosexual men said that having

II

a permanent living arrangement with a-'male sexual partner was very important to

them at the beginning of their homosexual careers.

At the time of the interview,

however, two-thirds considered· such an arrangement at least somewhat important."

488.

Tripp, supra note 135, p. 154.

489.

Bell & Weinberg, supra note 119, p. 101.

490.

~§ee,

e.g.,

Hoffman, The Gay World 198 (1968); infra, pp. 63-65.

491.

Bell & Weinberg, supra note

492.

Ibid; see, also, P. Fisher, The Gay Mystique 210-12 (1975); Hooker, The Homosexual

119, p. 102.

Community" in The Same Sex 37 (R Weltge. ed. 1969); PA, supra, note 36, pp. 196-97.

493.

All the ways in which society favors nongay relationships.

494. Bell & Weinberg, supra

note 119, p. 83.

See, also, Tripp, supra, note 135, p. 155

("Part of the reason many homosexual relationships do not survive the first serious

quarrel is that one or both partners simply find it much easier to remarket
themselves than to wo-r~ut conflicts. ").

495.

Tripp, ibid, p. 162.

496.

Ibid, p. 161.

497. Supra, pp.

31~40.

498.

Tripp, supra note 135, p. 161.

499.

Bell & Weinberg, supra note 119, p. 217.

500.

Indeed, studies demonstrate that many samesex couples value their marriage like
arrangements already.

Masters and Johnson, supra, note 8, p. 406, comment that gay

people Seem to have a better understanding of their partner's needs.
Weinberg, supra note 119, at 138, describe

Bell &

"close~coupled" relationships

in which

individuals overcome the fact that "a monogamous quasi-marriage between homosexual men

is probably difficult to aChieve."

These

"close-coupled" men and women describe

themselves as ''happily married" and apparently reap more benefits from their
sexuality than those leading other lifestyles. Id. at 217-17
501. See, e.g., notes 393-99 and accompanying text, supra.
502. See, e.g., Boswell, supra note 7 at 25, 35, 51 (Plato satd that gay lovers make
the best soldiers; the Thebans actually

fo.""". such an army, the "Sacred

which shattered Spartan hegemony); Bullough, supra
503. Boswell, ibid, p. 91.

See, infra, pp. 57-59.

504. Ibid.pp. 169-70.
505. Ibid,
506.

pp. 31-34, 91, 119-21, 169-70.

Ibid. at 37.

507. Ibid, for example, at 171, 174-5, 200-209.

note 263, p. 2.

Band'~

508.

Ibid, pp. 174-75, 200-06, 243,269.

509.

Ibid, pp. 243, 208-09.

510.

Ibid, p. 122.

511.

Ibid, p. 171.

512.

Ibid}

513.

Ibid.

514.

.Ibid

515.

At least among the upper classes.

I

pp. 283-84, 333.

p. 123

Ibid, p. 82.

It waS a workingman, not a poet,

If

however, who carved on a brick, Hippeus is beautiful, or so it seems to Aristomedes. 1l

Tripp, supra note 135, p. 286.

516.

Ibid, pp. 62, 82.

517.

Ibid,p. 26.

518.

Ibid, pp. 21,

519.

Ibid, p. 34n63.

520.

Ibid, p. 86.

54~55.

Indeed, sometimes even a better position, as in the love and passion of

'Emperor Hadrian for Antinous, id at 85, or the sarnesex marriage of at least one
~mpe~o~.

id. at 82.

521.

Ford and Beach, supra note 447, p. 130.

522.

Tripp, supra note 135, pp. 70, 291.

523.

Ibid, p. 71; see, also, Boswell, supra note 7, pp. 34n63.

524.

It makes for interesting variety.

Compare the practical Spanish code of "matelotage"

(sexual freedom and fidelity expected of men who "belonged"to each other during

sea voyages), Tripp, supra note 135, at 223n, with the current male bonding and
senSUOus "nonsexual" physicality in African cultures, for example.

Id. pp.

49-52, 61-65, 75n. (the ·using-up" theory has more to it..nan Tripp concedes).
Society can meet the many needs of the "samesex side" of our sexuality in a host
of ways, explicitly or otherwise.

v tJc;~ e."~/","
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525.

.!::P!!?'f!~;,!~ll+~)~§-'~~ij;~'-.!:P:.<e'.'r:.'k<:.lt:·n~~ 234 F. Sup p 333~ (1964) .

526.

Note 380, supra.

527.

See, e.g., Rivera, supra note 5, pp. 805-60.

528.

The NGTF is a leading gay activist organization.
lOOll~

Rm 566, 80 5th Ave., N.Y., N.Y.

Other organizations have undertaken similar initiatives.

For example,

Harvard Law School's Committee On Gay and Lesbian Legal Issues has requested
1200 law firms throughout the country to adopt explicit policies of nondiscrimination
on the basis of sexual orientaition.

529.

For example, several prominent law firms and leading law schools, including Harvard

and Yale, and many Fortune 500 corporations, including American Telephone and Telegraph,
American Express, Bethlehem Steel, CBS, Chase Manhattan Bank, Citicorp, ColgatePalmolive, General Elec tric, Herrill Lynch, Sears Roebuck, Standard Oil of California,
and United Airlines.
530.

For example, the National Council of Churches, the American Catholic Bishops, the
Central Conference of American Rabbis, the Democratic Party, the American Civil
Liberties Union, the American Psychiatric Association, the National Organization for
,N

Women, and the Assembly of/,Council of Europe (the Common Harket).

531.

See, Rivera, supra note 5, at 810 for other cities, including Anchorage, Ann Arbor,
Palo Alto, Aust;n, Portland, Toronto, Tucson, Aspen, Champaign, and Iowa City.
The Portland, Oregon town council, concerned about how gay couples splitting up
could deal with property division, offered the gay community an arbitration service.

Ibid, p. 908.
532.

See, e.g., S. Hite, Report on Male Sexuality 880 (1981) (average male in U.S. may not
view sames ex relations as immoral).

533.

Rivera, supra note 5, pp. 806-08, 829-37.

The military and education fields are

prime examples, not to mention the current scare over "AIDS", see, supra, note 75.

534.

Boswell, supra note 7, pp. 165-66.

535.' Letters of Sigmund Freud 1873-1939 pp. 419-20 (E.
«("(\,:."

.·~tJ

'.t.,

American mother),

.L

Fra~

t/,)!:-,f..

\

ed. 1962) (which;sent bYlr5;

io Kinsey in 1948, deprived many traditional psychological

models of their presumed principal supporter).
536.

Olmstead v. U.S., 277 US 438, 478 (1928)(dissenting opinion), later ackowledged
by the majority in Katz v. U.S., 389 US 343 (1967).

537.

Brandeis & Warren, "The Right to Privacy", 4 Harv.L.Rev. 193(1890).

538.

See, e.g., Richards, supra note 6, p. 972.

539.

Note 39, supra.

540.

Note 233, supra.

541.

Richards, supra note 6, p. 973.

542.

Brandeis & Warren, supra note 537, at 205.

543.

Brandeis & Warren, ibid, at 197.

544.

Ibid at 205.

See,

infr~,

pp. 65-69.

545.0lmstead, supra note 536, at 478.

546.

Nonpaternalism does not mean libertarianism.

Respect for the autonomy of the individual

leaves government a role as facilitator of individual self-development and the
agency of vigorous collective and national action against oppression, arbitrary
boundaries on people's human potential, and common enemies such as disease, poverty,
hunger, ignorance, and external threat.

As Geroge Orwell wrote, "the belly comes

before the soul, not in the scale of values, but in pointof time." "The Spanish War

in Collected Essays (I9l/b).
Nonpaternalism means the equal respect for individuals' free choices consistent
with the Constitution's human rights vision; governme01r should not impose any

7/
particularized "moral l1 code harrower than the Constitution's.

As Tribe, supra note 6

at 989 remarks, freedom cannot be defined simply through negative prohibitions,
containment of state action, or telling the government to butt out; there is an
affirmative mission for conununity and government concert.

"Both must respond to a

substantive vision of the needs of human personality," Ibid, which we find in the

Constitution.
547.

Part IV(A)(2), infra.

See, infra, pp. 60-69.

This article's emphasis On human rights theory owes much to

Richard's seminal work, supra note 6.

The human rights vision described here is not

merely the "natural rights" ideology clearly influential in the work of the Founders,

(see, e.g., Tribe, supra note 6, at 894; (raven "Personhood:
1976 Duke L.J. 699, 710n12, 704006), although it overlaps.

The Right to Be Left Alone,'
One can recognize the

social aspects of generated rights and still see them as grounded in some conception

of human nature.

See, e.g., Hobbes, Leviathan; Unger, ;tnow1edge and Politics'

and Lectures at Harvard Law School (1982); infra, pp. 60-69;
548.

Ibid.

549.

Infra, Part IV(A)(2)pp. 62-65.

(1975)

see, Richards, generally.

SSe, also, Richards, supra note 6. pp. 958-60; Rawls,

supra note 15.
550.

R. Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously 190-92 (1977) (government may only override a right
"when necessary to protect tbe rights of others or to prevent a catastrophe," but not
merely for

utilitari~n

benefits, even if substantial).

551.

E.g. Leviathan, 104-05, 109-110 (Liberal Arts Press ed. 1958).

552.

See, J., Locke. The Second Treatise of Government, and discussion in B. Russell, The
History of Western Philosophy. (1qc+5).
See, J.J. Rousseau,

554.

See, Richards, supra note 6, pp. 966-67, 976-77 (including the Rawlsian prE/,··",e'

On

the Social Contract,

passi~.also

553.

49, 75 (R. Masters ed. 1978)

of dealing with others as you would like to be dealt with in similar situations).
555.

Richards, supra note 6, p. 960.

556.

A. Hamilton, J. Madison, J. Jay, The Federalist Papers (ed. 1961), #51 p. 324.

'7'0

557.

Ibid p. 325.

558.

Ibid, #78 p. 470.

559.

Note 6, supra.

560.

~,

562.

See, Unger, supra note 547, infra; pp. 65-68.

pp. 963-64.
See, also, J. Madison, "Address",

quoted in M. Meyers, The Mind of the Founder, p. 32 (1973)(hereafter:

563.

Richards, supra note 6, at 963.

Meyers).

Indeed, without such a conception, it would be hard

to understand why the Founders made it so hard on themselves.

What were they going

out of their way to

protect~

152, 319,324, 346.

See, also, Madison's Appeal for the Bill of Rights' in Meyers, supra

See, e.g. , The Federalist supra note 556, pp. 78,79

note 562, pp. 223-24 (enumerated rights reflect, not create, liberty interest,

and do not disparage nonenumerated).
564.

Richards, ibid, at 963-64.

565.

Dworkin, supra note 549.

566.

See, e.g., HobbeS, supra note 551, p. 237 (right to self-preservation justifies
disobedience, even in absolutist regime); T. Jefferson, The Declaration of Independence
('~henever

any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the

right of the people to alter or abolish it. .. "); 0; 9V"l;;fi1L supra note 546, (" ..• the
moral dilemma that is presented to the weak in a world governed by the strong:
break the rules or push ... the weak have the right to made a different set of
rules for themselves"») ~,(."ard» S-"fiC.

"'de', rr1,iI,Q{,'i

567.

Richards, ibid, p. 964.

568.

See, infra, pp. 65-69; Richards, ibid; Hobbes, supra note 551, passiM, (man can imagine
r",s<ufe 1 t,t';1: A ... 1-. ,,",ct (1. (tCtt-:t '''''! {'I ) '.Aj,'1i\c.:.F .(i.~'-t;.";,»

569.

Ibid.

570.

Dinnerstein, supra note 8, pp. 21-22.

571.

s.e.e,

e.g., Hobbes, supra note 551, pp. 104-05 ("the weakest has strength enough

to kill the strongest fl ) , a minimalist conception, or, supra notes 552-54, and accom-

panying text.

49.

572.

This is not to say that society does not form it as well.

We have been pushed toward

an individualistic creed by the substantive value choice of ,our Constitution and the

Western human rights tradition.

Other societies may be less so.

For example,

Tripp, supra note 135, at 76-77 (the Hindu mentality is less disposed toward gay

sexuality than the Moslem in other cultures); see, e.g., P. Shaffer's vision, The
Royal Hunt of the Sun (1964).

Or are such views just relativistic,

an~hronistic,

and/or mythical?

573.

Richards, supra note 6, p. 1000.

574.

Rawls, supra note 15, Richards, ibid, 971-72, and passim.

575.

Richards, ibid, p. 971 discussing Rawls, ibid 453,

440~46.

Maximization of liberty

arises directly out of this value, and obviously best benefits all in its permitting
the recombination ofpossibili ties.

-

Ibid, 544.

This is particularly true, note

Richards and Rawls, once a minimum level of economic well-being is established
(as in the U.S.).

See, Richards, p. 1001; see, also, note 546, supra.

576..

Rawls, supra note 15, pp. 150061; Richards, supra note 6, pp. 971-72, 1005-06.

577.

Richards, ibid p. 972.

578.

Ibid at 1015-16, passim.

579.

Ibid.

580.

Ibid.

581.

Ibid, at 1017.

As such, Richards improves On similar analysts such as Karst or Tribe

supra note 6, grounding their substantive Due Process values in our affirmative moral
theory of the Constitution and privacy, through human rights.

582.

~~itney

583.

Federalist

584.

Ibid.

585.

Ibid.

v. Calif, 274 US 357, 375 (1927) (Brandeis concurring).

HI0, supra note 556, p. 78 (emphasis added.)

P. 50.

586.

Supra, note 556.

587.

Ibid, p. 324.

588.

G. Wills, Explaining America, p. 204-05 (1981).

589.

See, e.g., Epperson v. Ark, 393 US 97 (1968) (anti-establishment).

590.

W.Va. State Bd. of Educ. v. Barnette, 319 US 624, 641 (1943)(re1igious freedom
and protected expression.

591.

Federalist #71, supra note 556, p. 432, See, also Federalist # 50, ibid, p. 319,
and # 63, p. 384.

592.

Ibid # 50, p. 319.

See, also, Wills, supra note 588, p. 88.

593.

Federalist, ibid, # 78, p. 469.

594.

Barnette, supra nbte 590, p. 641.

595.

Ibid. p. 642.

596.

Pi~ree

597.
00.

Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 US 390, 402 (1925).
Meyer, supra note 597, p. 399. As Tribe, supra note 6, at 903, observes, the Court

v Society of Sisters, 268 US 510, 535 (1925).

in this opinion "recognized that such laws violated the traditional conception
liberty~Jl

defined by the justice "using the tools of his time."

of

today our expanded

conception of equal protection coupled with the substantive vision of human rights

values articulated here, would achieve a fuller recognition of the kind of
protected individual

598.

394 US 557 (1964).

599.

Ibid, at 565-66.

autonom~.

p. 5

601.

97 S.Ct. 2094 (1977).

602.

Ibid, p. 2110-11.

The opinion also quotes, with approval from Justice Stevens'

dissent in Meachum v. Fano, 427 US 215, 230 (1976):

" ... neither the Bill of Rights

nor the laws of the sovereign States create the liberty which the Due Process Clause
protects.

The relevent constitutional provisions are limitations on the power

of the sovereign to infringe On the liberty of the citizen.

The relevant state

laws either create property rights, or they curtail the freedom of the citizen who
must live in an ordered society.

Of

course~

law is essential to the exercise and

enjoyment of individual liverty in a complex society.

But it is not the source

of liberty, and surely not the exclusive source.

I had though it self-evident that all men were endowed by their Creator with
liberty as one of the cardinal inalienable rights.

It is that basic freedom which

the Due Process Clause protects, rather than the particular rights or priviliges
enforced by specific laws or regulations.

(emphasis added). "

603.

supra, pp. 59-65.

604.

Richards, supra note 6, generally and pp. 958-61, 966-67.

See, also, note 572,
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